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Abstract

To this day, biomechanics actively research how the nervous system selects particular

motion strategies in order to achieve a desired motion. The human sit-to-stand transfer,

as one of the most important tasks influencing the quality of life, has been studied

extensively through experimental studies. Simulative studies, however, are relatively

rare, although anticipating the sit-to-stand movement accurately is essential for many

applications, e.g. treatment planning or the design of exoskeletons.

Existing research in sit-to-stand motion prediction has mainly focused on developing

direct dynamics strategies in joint space. This thesis addresses the application of a

control method in operational space through assigning a desired end-effector motion,

i.e. the head trajectory, to a biomechanical four-link skeletal model in the sagittal

plane in order to predict healthy sit-to-stand motion. The dynamics of the quadruple

pendulum is enhanced by a new Gaussian function model to replicate the contact forces

between chair and buttocks during sitting.

Since infinitely many possible configurations exist to perform the desired motion, the

mechanism is called redundant with regard to its task. The proposed operational space

control scheme is adapted from the field of robotics and resolves those redundancies at

kinematic level using a general projector matrix in the null space of the task Jacobian.

By this means, the task control is complemented by human posture regulation, which,

in this case, considers the orientation of the foot related link. Besides controlling

human posture, this method provides freedom to the choice of a suitable pseudo-inverse

of the Jacobian matrix that affects performance preferences. With the purpose of

finding the fundamental objective that underlies the sit-to-stand motion on a neural

level, different pseudo-inverses are tested within posture control for two simulation

approaches considering the task command variables. The first approach controls the

two dimensional head position as well as the orientation of the upper body. The second

approach only regards the vertical position and the orientation as the task.

Simulation results demonstrate physiologically accurate performance predictions in

comparison to reference data based on performed sit-to-stand measurements. The

method also emerges as being superior compared to the application of a recently pub-

lished optimization-based control approach in terms of computation time, efficiency

and overall generality.
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1 Introduction

One of the mechanically most demanding tasks of daily activities is the human sit-

to-stand (STS) movement (see fig. 1.1), which is “defined as the process of rising

from a chair to a standing up position without losing stability balance” [12]. Generally

accepted as a prerequisite for gait and other functional abilities it has a huge impact on

the quality of life, especially for people that can not accomplish normal STS transfer due

to physical restrictions such as disabilities, neurological or musculoskeletal disorders,

injuries or advanced age.

Figure 1.1: Sit-to-stand motion within sagittal plane (depicted in blue).

In order to predict movement strategies, study cause and effect and forecast the joint

torques, that are high in comparison to other human motions, STS is worthy of be-

ing studied through mathematical models that predict the kinematics and dynamics

of a human body [12, 22, 84, 91, 98]. Predictive methods have the advantage over

experiments, that they are faster and not cumbersome. Among others they are mostly

developed in order to help with subject-specific exoskeleton design or design of assistive

devices in rehabilitation robotics [22, 28, 35, 69, 70, 99, 116].

The human body itself is usually represented by a skeletal model, i.e. an articulated

multilink system that is driven by torques at revolute joints. The number of links and

degrees of freedom (DOFs) of the model depend on the dimension of the workspace in

which the system is moving (2D or 3D) as well as on the aim of the study. In case of

a planar model, the biomechanical system is restricted to the sagittal plane and fre-
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quently assumed to be symmetrical. Three links representing the shanks, thighs and

upper body including the head, arms and trunk (HAT) form the simplest model with

three DOFs, where feet are sometimes added as an additional link fixed to the ground,

not affecting the number of DOFs. In order to consider the arms’ swing, a six-link

model with five DOFs can be used consisting of foot, shank, thigh, torso, upper and

lower arm. A more realistic modeling approach is pursued through spatial models of

five or more links of different numbers of DOFs. Asymmetrical motion can be thereby

examined [12]. Occasionally, musculoskeletal systems that include computational mus-

cle modeling are used in the field of biomechanics in order to account for neuromuscular

dynamics and control including muscle strength limits, muscle contraction and activa-

tion delays [14, 15, 30, 53]. However, the inclusion of muscles can be rarely found in

the models regarding STS simulations [81, 88].

Over the last decades, broad research has been conducted in the field of motion predic-

tion in biomechanics in general [13, 18, 31, 68, 90, 103, 111]. In contrast, only limited

studies concentrate on STS forward simulations (a literature review on STS motion

prediction is given in section 1.1). STS in particular was studied extensively on a

biomechanical level through experimental studies in order to analyze chair, subject and

strategy-related factors [34] that influence STS motion performance such as chair height

[2, 37, 95], arm support or use of hand force [2, 6, 102], muscle strength [25, 63], age

[19, 71, 85, 86], pregnancy [23, 64], physiological status [63], speed [25, 63, 85, 86, 89],

balance or postural stability [19, 63, 71, 85, 94], body configuration [89, 102] and foot

position [24, 37, 56, 95] etc. The differences of STS-strategies in normal and obese or

impaired subjects was studied extensively as well [3, 10, 106].

Despite descriptive analyses of STS, normative studies were performed that focus on

the phase division of the movement cycle through event markers of STS [58, 59, 100].

Although there is no standardized definition of the STS movement cycle, the basic idea

presented by the phases is the same and event marker formulations such as initiation,

seat-off or standing on and stabilization are used throughout the literature. Other

normative studies define STS with regard to coordination strategies [1, 32]. Hughes

et al. [32], for example, characterize rising strategies for elderly people and classify

them in “momentum transfer”, “stabilization” and “combined” strategies. The former

refers to the requirement of sufficient horizontal momentum developed in the trunk in

order to transfer the center of mass over the feet, since it does not lie over the base of

support during the instable period when the buttocks leaves the chair. Opposed to this

strategy, the base of support and center of mass are rearranged before standing within

the stabilization strategy in order to rise using very little momentum. A combination
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of both strategies can be found in the combined strategy where a repositioning of the

body takes place in order to shorten the distance between the center of mass and the

feet. In this thesis, the momentum transfer strategy forms the basis for the STS motion

transfer within the conducted experiments as well as simulations.

1.1 State of the art

The aim of motion simulation is to generate joint angle profiles on the basis of pre-

defined conditions, such as the initial configuration of the system, and to gather in-

formation on unmeasurable variables of a biomechanical system, such as joint torques

and forces. The problem of motion simulation, however, is undetermined, since infinite

many trajectories exist to complete a specific task.

In order to resolve the undetermined problem in STS forward simulation, different

methods have been implemented in the literature. Commonly used in STS motion

prediction are basically two methods: (a) a control-based motion generation method

and (b) an optimization-based motion generation method [12]. Both methods are

described in joint space, i.e. the space in which the joint variables q of a mechanical

or in this case biomechanical system are defined.

(a) The control-based motion generation method attempts to emulate the

neural central system and treats the human body model as a controllable system.

It aims at finding required joint torques as input for the human body model in

order for the output to carry out a certain behavior. This usually refers to joint

angle profiles that need to follow desired trajectories. The desired trajectories

can either be gathered through experimental measurements or computed by an

auxiliary system. Since the motion is reproduced by tracking reference trajecto-

ries, new motions can not be generated. According to Chumacero and Yang [12]

two control laws were found within this method, (i) the tracking control and (ii)

the optimal control technique:

– (i) Tracking control: This control technique aims at finding a torque

vector Γ(t) such that the joint angle trajectories q(t) track desired joint

angle trajectories q∗(t).

– (ii) Optimal control: In order to operate the dynamic human system such

that some optimality criterion is achieved, an objective function of state and
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control variables is optimized. In STS motion simulation, the control strat-

egy typically employes a linear-quadratic regulator (LQR). First, a negative

feedback controller compares the measured output q(t) to a reference signal

q∗(t) and generates a stabilizing input torque vector Γ(t) for a system that

is linearized at an operating point. The stabilizing input then is used in the

LQR which minimizes a cost function by using the Ricatti equation. The

optimal torque vector is thereby generated which serves as input for the

human body model and at best drives q(t) to q∗(t).

(b) The optimization-based motion generation method is based on the

assumption that the neural central system takes certain (unknown) performance

criteria as a basis in order to perform tasks. Within this modeling approach,

human performance measures are used to define one ore more cost functions in

order to achieve natural human movement. In the literature, several objective

functions have been suggested and analyzed, as described below. The approach

allows for considering environmental and physiological restrictions of the motion

in the form of suitable constraints, for example by limiting the physical space in

which the motion is performed. All in all, the algorithm generates optimal joint

motion with respect to (w.r.t.) some criteria in consideration of imposed con-

straints. For this, joint angle and velocity trajectories are used by the equations

of motion to compute corresponding torques Γ(t). The torques are then used

by the cost function to evaluate the solution. If the constraints are not fulfilled

and/or the solution is not optimal with regard to the minimized cost function,

new trajectories are generated and the process starts over.

Finding suitable human performance measures in STS remains an open chal-

lenge and depends on the motion to be performed. Most widely used as a cost

function f is the minimum torque or minimum effort

f =

∫ tf

t0

Γ(t)TΓ(t)dt

with t0 and tf being the start and finish time of integration. This cost function

considers the dynamics of the motion.

Among others, minimizing the kinetic energy cost represents another cost func-

tion

f =

∫ tf

t0

q̇(t)T q̇(t)dt

which addresses the energy consumption while planning the trajectory q(t).

An alternate performance criterion found in STS is the generated power for each
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joint n to be used in a cost function

f =

∫ tf

t0

∑
(Γn(t)q̇n(t))

2dt

in order to consider high kinematic changes and input torques.

Also, minimum torque change can be used

f =

∫ tf

t0

Γ̇(t)T Γ̇(t)dt

in order to take a maximum motion smoothness into account.

The constraints can be classified in physical and physiological restrictions, they

also can be time-dependent and time-independent. Physical constraints address

environmental issues or the space where the motion is performed such as

– the chair dimension and position,

– the foot contact ensuring that the feet are in constant contact with the

ground,

– the initial and final position, so the model moves from a sitting to a standing

position, and

– collision avoidance in order to avoid self-penetration of the links.

Physiological constraints in particular include

– joint angle limits,

– joint torque limits,

– joint strength and

– dynamic stability in order to guarantee for the body not to fall down during

motion.

The equation of motion itself represents an equality constraint that always should

be fulfilled for the entire motion of the corresponding model. The time-dependent

constraints need to be satisfied for the whole duration of the motion under study,

while the time-independent constraints are only employed at certain points such

as initial and final positions and velocities of joint angles.

To solve the optimization problem numerically and to reduce the search space

of the optimal joint angle trajectories from infinite to a few limited numbers,

parameterization methods are utilized. Finding the coefficients of a predefined

set of base functions then is equivalent to the problem of finding the optimal

trajectory. Typically, interpolating functions such as B-splines and movement
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elements are used: (a) B-splines are basis functions that are piecewise formed of

polynomial functions creating smooth curves. They are driven by control points

that influence one segment of the curve, respectively, allowing for local control.

The order of the polynomials is independent of the number of control points [12].

(b) Movement elements, “a kind of physiologically supported basis functions”

[98], “refer to the technique where six movement-patterns are linearly combined

in order to construct a [smooth] trajectory that minimizes the joint angle jerk”

[12].

To overcome the downside of the optimal control approach, which is the need for joint

trajectory reference and the inability of generating different motions, the optimization-

based method was applied more frequently. However, according to Chumacero-Polanco

and Yang [12] no single cost function predicts good natural STS motion, but a multi-

objective cost function leads to better results. The combination of different perfor-

mance measures then again is crucial, since they behave differently in comparison

with different combinations among each other. Both approaches imply mathematical

formulations and controls in joint space. Joint space control techniques rely on trans-

formations from task specifications to joint space descriptions in order to regulate the

task’s corresponding joint space motion.

In this thesis, an alternate method for STS motion generation is proposed which bridges

the gap between the space where tasks are defined and the space in which the control

itself is taking place. It is based on the operational space control method that is used

in robotics since 1980.

In the following, an overview on the literature on control-based and optimization-based

STS motion generation methods is given, followed by a description of the state-of-the-

art of operational space control methods focusing on applications in humanoid robotics

and biomechanics.

1.1.1 Literature review on the control-based method

A tracking controller within the control-based motion generation method was firstly

used in 1978 by Hemami and Jaswa [27] on a planar three-link nonlinear inverted

pendulum model to reproduce human STS motion. The nonlinear model was linearized

along joint trajectories in order to utilize mode feedback. Open-loop joint torques

were derived from experimental measurements as reference and feedback torques were
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calculated based on the sensed angles and their rates. The supportive effects of the

chair while sitting were not considered.

Optimal control is used more often, for example byWang et al. [113] to quantitatively

identify the optimal trajectories in order to reduce body loads. Within the optimal

control approach they used an optimization algorithm that minimizes the moments

and torque powers of all joints. Their nonlinear planar four-link model was linearized

at the sitting position.

Mughal and Iqbal have extensively researched the simulation of STS-maneuvers through

the optimal control approach. Only some of their work is mentioned in the following

overview. In [72] and [73] the authors use a four-link model in the sagittal plane with

joint angles at ankle, knee and hip that is linearized at standing and sitting positions.

For both local linear systems, linear fuzzy models are designed in combination with a

fuzzy optimal control technique based on an H2 linear quadratic regulator. The models

are merged to one system through membership functions that incorporate if-then rules

based on the knee angle changes since all other angles w.r.t. the horizontal remain

the same. The control input are the torques generated at ankle, knee and hip that

are regulated through feedback states. Later on, the authors extended their approach

in [74] by using physiological variables, namely the center of mass and ground reac-

tion forces, to base their weighted cost function on that minimizes the errors of the

states. LQR is used where the weights are based upon the physiological variables to

compute feedback components of the joint torques. Reference trajectories for all joint

angles are included in order to generate feedforward components of joint torques. Total

net torques are then gathered by the sum of feedforward and feedback components.

Physiological latencies, i.e. time-delays of information that is sent through the central

nervous system to the brain, are introduced by Rasool, Mughal and Iqbal in [93] to

the model and physiological cost optimization used in [74]. Furthermore, they employ

a three-dimensional, eight segmented model with seven joints in some of their research

works [76, 79, 75, 77, 78]. In [75], for example, the model is linearized only at the

standing position. A decoupled optimal controller design is focused on where one foot

is connected to the ground by a weld joint and holonomic constraints are imposed on

the other one. Control input torques are regulated through an H2-LQR regarding the

constrained subsystem of the foot position while the system of unconstrained joint an-

gles is driven by an H∞-LQR. Arbitrary reference trajectories are used at first to satisfy

stable STS-transfer. These reference angular profiles are synthesized on a physiological

basis in [77]. In [79], a decoupling takes place with regard to the separation of frontal

and sagittal variables, claiming to yield better results than in [76]. However, torques
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converge to zero.

1.1.2 Literature review on the optimization-based method

Sadeghi et al. [98] have researched the idea that the central nervous system might

use different strategies while performing a complex task. That is why they make

use of different cost functions for each phase of the STS-movement of their four-link

three DOF skeletal model in the sagittal plane. In phase one of their multi-phase

cost model, they use the minimization of generated power in the ankle and knee joint,

in phase two the minimization of the torques are of interest whereas in phase three

the minimization of kinetic energy is employed. All three cost functions are combined

through the weighted sum of individual cost functions. In their approach, torque limits

as well as dynamic stability are implemented as task-independent constraints. For

parameterizing the search space, movement elements are employed in order to generate

the corresponding joint angle, velocity and acceleration trajectories of ankle, knee and

hip. In total 18 parameters are optimized. According to them, the results predict

the STS motion sufficiently accurately and show a potential flexibility to distinguish

between movement strategies of different subjects.

With the aim of developing a three-dimensional unassisted STS motion prediction

formulation for healthy young adults, Ozsoy and Yang [84] use a multi-objective cost

function of dynamic effort and difference of left and right vertical ground reaction

forces. Several constraints are employed including joint angle limits, foot contacts, chair

height and contact, stability, initial and final postures as well as joint angular velocities

and accelerations, and stage durations. For an optimization of 171 parameters, the

parameterization is accomplished through quadratic B-splines of fifth order, where the

duration of the motion is given as an input. The results predict slightly asymmetrical

STS motion for the nine-link spatial model of lower limbs and trunk and 21 DOFs.

They followed up on their three-dimensional unassisted STS motion prediction method

in 2019 [116] in order to forecast STS motion for elderly individuals by giving a longer

duration of motion as input. The results are indirectly validated through results of

experiments in the literature and show that differences between young and old appear

most commonly with regard to the duration of reaching the trunk flexion peak in the

sagittal plane.

Geravand, Korondi and Peer [22] formulate unassisted and assisted STS transfer as an

optimal feedback control problem to generate optimal trajectories for a six-link sagittal
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model of five DOFs. The cost function is defined as a combination of minimum effort

in a sense of minimum time response, minimum torque change, minimum jerk as well

as human balance and task end-point accuracy. The physical control constraints of

torque limitations are considered. For the unassisted case, seven weighting matrices,

incorporated within the cost functions, are specified and ten joint parameters have to

be optimized. The results are evaluated for different healthy subjects by comparison of

simulations and experimental data from the instance of seat-off, since no chair support

effects are considered in the simulations. Acceptable model accuracy is obtained.

Another multi-objective cost function was used by Kuželički et al. [60] within dy-

namic optimization. Minimum effort and minimum jerk are used as cost functions

for the five-link three-dimensional model in the sagittal plane, whereas the minimum

difference between left and right ground reaction forces is used to assure symmetry of

motion. As constraints joint angle limits and initial and final positions are applied.

The parameterization is executed through B-splines, where 65 control point parameters

are optimized [12, 22].

Yamasaki, Kambara and Koike [115] hypothesize that motion of the center of mass

is optimized. They use dynamic optimization to examine whether minimum jerk or

minimum torque change might be responsible for generating an upright, a natural or

a leaning-forward strategy of STS-movement using a three-link sagittal model. The

trajectory optimization of the center of mass is solved as a two-point boundary value

problem of a set of nonlinear ordinary differential equations. Trajectories after seat-off

are successfully reproduced by the minimum torque change model in all three patterns.

Expanding on Garner’s master’s thesis [20], Pandy, Garner and Anderson [88] use

an optimal control approach on a planar three-segment musculoskeletal model that

is actuated by eight musculotendinous units. In order to understand how muscles

coordinate body segment motions, different performance criteria based on muscle force

are evaluated within their study. They convert the optimal control problem into a

parameter optimization problem where neural excitations to each muscle are modeled

using linearly interpolated nodes. They conclude that incorporating the minimization

of muscle forces only during contact with the chair until seat-off in combination with

the time derivative of muscle force for the time between seat-off and termination leads

to good agreement with regard to experiment results. Also, they find that, for multi-

joint coordination, motion constraints play an important role next to performance

criteria. Considered constraints are terminal segment positions, static equilibrium for

the standing position and limits to the neural excitation signal.
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In her dissertation, Norman-Gerum [81] provides an iterative dynamic optimization

approach for the motion prediction routine of STS that is build on the hypothesis that

healthy humans prioritize mechanical efficiency in motion. At first, a three-link planar

model with an integrated buttocks model is used and candidate STS trajectories of the

hip joint center are described by Bézier curves. Joint torques as well as the physical

infeasibility including slipping and falling are minimized in the cost function. Mo-

tion patterns are compared to literature normative data concluding that STS motion

predictions seem reasonable. Following, a musculoskeletal geometry was included by

extending the model by 10 muscles. The optimal control strategy was recast by adding

the minimization of muscle stresses to the former cost function. Resulting simulations

again are supposed to produce characteristic STS motion patterns. A detailed descrip-

tion of this method disregarding the muscle model can be found in chapter 6 of this

thesis.

In the field of mobility assistance robots for STS support, related research is con-

ducted by Geravand et al. [22], Mombaur [70], Mombaur and Khai-Long Ho [28, 69]

or Saint-Bauzel et al. [99], just to mention a few. In [70] best possible external sup-

port is focalized and determined by a simulation-based optimal control approach to

predict STS motions of geriatric patients using an eight DOF model in the sagittal

plane with geriatric segment parameters and a chair of standard 45 cm height. The

weighted combination of several cost functions is pursued by the minimization of joint

torques squared, minimization of mechanical work in all joints, minimization of angular

velocity of the head and a regularization term to smoothen external forces. A variety

of constraints such as bounds on joint angles, angular velocities, forces and torques,

external forces, starting and end conditions as well as considerations of contacts are

included. The solution approach is based on a direct multiple shooting technique and

yields position and velocity histories of joint torques and external forces including their

moving points of applications. Generated motions were evaluated by clinical partners

and verified to be similar to realistic geriatric STS motion transfer.

1.1.3 Literature review on the operational space control method

The operational space control method treats the motion control directly in opera-

tional space, i.e. the space in which the task is defined and end-effector trajectories are

tracked. Opposed to joint space control techniques, control characteristics like error,

performance, dynamics and controlled variables are thereby associated with the task

[43, 49].
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Analogous to joint space control systems, the operational space control covers a variety

of control approaches and can be handled at inverse kinematics [26, 29, 65, 80, 108]

or dynamic level [40, 43, 45, 51]. A well-known approach on dynamic level is based

on the operational space formulation that was established by Oussama Khatib and

for the first time formalized in his dissertation in 1980 [39]. Here and in his further

work, he deduced a mathematical description of a dynamic model of the manipulator

end-effector in operational space. The fundamental idea of the approach is to control

end-effector motion and force through utilizing the forces directly produced at the end-

effector, which are generated through corresponding torques and forces applied at the

manipulator joints [52, 49, 107]. Additionally, the command can be extended in order to

achieve a desired posture in the null space of the task. The purpose of the development

of this method was the requirement of a precise control of end-effector motion and

applied end-effector forces for serial manipulators in order to attain high accuracy

and performance in precision tasks, like assembly operations or welding of parts. The

advantages not only lie in attaining precise and simultaneous control of end-effector

motion and active forces, but also in sparing a time-consuming transformation of the

end-effector path from a Cartesian description into joint trajectories [40, 42, 43, 49].

At first, the application of operational space control has been majorly restricted to the

field of serial robotics. Over the years, the operational space formulation and control

was extended to the real-time control in the presence of obstacles and constraints

[41]. Mobile robots where included in experiments [55, 96, 97] and the operational

space formulation was modified to be compatible with complex branching (tree-like)

redundant mechanisms as well as combined parallel and serial mechanical structures

such as macro-/mini-manipulator systems and multi-effector manipulators [8, 9, 33, 44,

45, 46, 47, 49].

Soon came the application of the approach for humanoid robots in dynamic environ-

ments through mapping human behavior on robots. Since human motion is character-

ized by performing several tasks simultaneously and hierarchically, task descriptions

implicate a combination of coordinates related to the arms, the legs and the torso etc.,

while the remaining motion freedom concerns robot posture as well as internal and

external constraints. Thus, the focus lay on combining motion planning and control

methods in a task-oriented approach, where the aim was to generate desired motion

behavior that simultaneously does not interfere with the execution of the task [5]. In

this context, an explicit specification to manipulator task and posture control within

task and posture space, respectively, was derived, that guarantees posture behavior to

be performed without projecting any acceleration onto the task [5, 54]. Khatib et al.
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simulated and validated their method on multiple experiments such as maintaining a

specified hand position of the humanoid robot’s simulation while its elbow oscillates in

a predefined manner. Sentis and Khatib, extended the method to control whole-body

behaviors in humanoid systems with regard to simultaneously fulfilling multiple tasks

under prioritization considerations [104, 105]. They employed their approach exem-

plary on the interactive hand position control of a humanoid robot simulation under

joint limit constraints and on compliant tasks such as self-balance while maintaining

an upright posture and hand position control.

Still focusing on reproducing human movement within robotic environments but one

step closer to the field of biomechanics, the prioritized control approach was used to re-

construct human motion from experimental motion capture data by directly controlling

marker trajectories [15, 16, 53]. Usually, raw marker positions in Cartesian space are

post-processed into joint angle, angular velocity and acceleration trajectories in joint

space using inverse kinematics calculations and then solved for the human dynamics.

Those steps are replaced by the task space reconstruction algorithm that obviates the

transformation into joint space and overcomes motion sensing errors and computation-

ally costly processes. Demircan et al. tracked marker positions of tai chi movements

[16] and of a throwing motion [15] in a prioritized manner using the operational space

control method in order to drive a simulated scaled kinematic human model to those

marker locations and to extract joint angles in real-time. Khatib et al. used direct

marker control in [53] in order to synthesize human motion. A posture-based muscular

effort minimization criterion was introduced on a musculoskeletal model and validated

on motion capture experiments of upper limb reaching tasks. A generalized effort min-

imization criterion was then implemented in order to analyze the throwing motion of

a football player which was examined through motion capture experiments. Results of

the analysis for the dynamic characterization of the human motion procedure confirmed

their hypothesis that humans “tend to minimize the muscular effort while following the

lines of maximum feasible accelerations when performing a task” [53].

Within the field of biomechanics the operational space framework had limited applica-

tion. Thelen and Anderson [110] used the operational space method for the generation

of forward dynamic simulations of three-dimensional normal gait on a 20 DOF, torque

driven model. Using the feet as end-effectors within the approach, optimal trajectories

of the feet were first computed through nonlinear constrained optimization in order to

be consistent with experimentally recorded ground reaction forces. The foot tracking

task was enhanced through tracking measured joint angle displacements of the lower

extremities in order to solve redundancy problems and avoid penetration of the feet
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into and sliding on the ground. Although self-balancing of whole-body movements

could not be accomplished with this method, after 30 minutes of computation time

results were generated that indicated similarities of joint torque shapes and magnitude

between simulation and inverse dynamics computations.

De Sapio et al. [14] presented a general task-level control framework with an extension

of the application to biomechanical systems. In order to control muscles, musculoskele-

tal parameters were embedded into the postural field. Unlike dynamic optimizations

with feedforward approaches, the framework is characterized through stable response to

external disruptions due to its feedback nature. Apart from this, a simulation structure

for the generation of physiological musculoskeletal simulations was described.

Based on experimental results of moving the hand to a target under disturbances,

Mistry and Schaal [67] hypothesized that a task-space control mechanism underlies

human motion behavior and is therefore used by the nervous system. Built upon

Khatib’s formulation of operational space control, they presented an operational space

approach for the whole-body control of underactuated and constrained systems. They

employed the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse of the Jacobian matrix and a modification

of the null space motion component in order to compensate for redundancies and resolve

underactuation.

To the author’s knowledge, the concept of using operational space control in the biome-

chanical field of a STS motion has so far only been utilized once by Barthélemy et al.

in 2006 [4]. For reference, STS measurements were conducted using a Vicon motion

capture system including a posturographic force platform for the recording of ground

reaction forces. The experimental setup included test subjects sitting in a static com-

fortable position on an armless and backless chair of 0.45m height with arms crossed on

the chest. Subjects were asked not to move their feet during their motion in self chosen

speed. For motion reconstruction of the recorded data and for performing simulations,

they made use of a 3R planar biomechanical model provided by the Humanoid Motion

Analysis and Simulation (HuMAnS) toolbox developed at INRIA-Grenoble. As a con-

trol scheme for predicting STS motion they implemented a combination of operational

control and optimal control through quadratic minimization under linear constraints.

The constraints refer to the contact between feet and ground and to the contact be-

tween chair and subject which was modeled as a single, non sliding contact point at the

hip. The task space was chosen to be a combination of the angular acceleration of the

model’s center of mass and of the vertical head position called ẍ1 and ẍ2, respectively.
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The objective function was defined as minimizing the norm of the acceleration energy

minimize (ẍid − ẍi)
T Λri (ẍid − ẍi) , i = 1, 2

with ẍid being the desired acceleration and Λri being the inertia matrix in task space. A

hierarchy structure was added by projecting joint accelerations on the null space of the

first task’s Jacobian matrix using a projector matrix P 1 in order to avoid interference

of the second task with the first one. Furthermore the acceleration energy, projected on

the second task space through P 2, was minimized in order to have a unique solution of

the overall minimization problem. To handle singularities, singular value decomposition

of Λri
−1 was used to compute Λri and P i. Simulation results, however, are missing in

this paper. It also lacks statements of citations to the literature. A complete version

of this paper could not be found.

1.2 Introductory example

Inspired by Hemami and Jaswa [27] a control based method premised on a PD controller

using state feedback by pole placement was implemented for a three-link nonlinear

inverted pendulum model in the sagittal plane as a first attempt to simulate human

STS motion. Herewith, control gains are selected such that all eigenvalues are assigned

in the left half of the complex plane to achieve asymptotic stability.

The model’s segments represent both shanks, both thighs and the HAT as one entity,

respectively, with masses and lengths based on measurement data and calculations

described in chapter 3. For the sake of simplicity, segment centers of masses Si, i =

1, 2, 3, are placed in the middle of each link as shown in fig. 1.2. Joint angles q1, q2 and

q3 for ankle, knee and hip, respectively, are described w.r.t. y-axis of the base frame

K0, that is situated in the ankle joint. Without considerations of the supporting forces

of the chair while sitting, the model is driven by torque actuators at the joints.
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Figure 1.2: Triple pendulum model used for control of STS-motion by pole placement

For incorporating the method of pole placement, the system is linearized about the

operating point corresponding to the vertical stand. System dynamics of the linearized

system are described in state space representation with n = 6 state variables, p = 3

inputs and q = 6 outputs:

˙̃x(t) = Ax̃(t) +Bũ(t)

ỹ(t) = Cx̃(t) ,

where x̃ = [q1, q̇1, q2, q̇2, q3, q̇3]
T , x̃ ∈ IRn, is the state vector containing joint angles

and angular rates, A of dimension n×n is the state matrix, B of dimension n×p is the
input matrix, ỹ ∈ IRq is the output vector and C of dimension q×n is the output matrix

which, in this case, is the identity matrix I6×6. The control law is ũ = −Kx̃, ũ ∈ IRp,

with gain matrix K of dimension p× n.

In order to achieve asymptotic stability of the linearized system, control gains K are

selected such that all poles λ̄j, j = 1, . . . , 6 are assigned in the left half of the complex

plane with
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λ̄1 = v1 + v4 · i
λ̄2 = v1 − v4 · i
λ̄3 = v2 + v5 · i

...

λ̄6 = v3 + v6 · i
and v = [v1, v2, . . . , v6]

T . The control parameters of K can be obtained, for example,

by solving the determinant det(s̃I − (A−BK)) through equating it with the polyno-

mial of desired poles for the characteristic polynomial of the closed loop system and

subsequently comparing the coefficients:

det(s̃I − (A−BK)) = (s̃− λ̄1)(s̃− λ̄2) . . . (s̃− λ̄6) .

Since no information on the physiological location of the poles could be found in the

literature, initial values for the poles were set arbitrarily in the left half of the S-plane

through the definition of initial values v0. An optimization process then followed,

adjusting the poles based on minimizing the weighted sum of the mechanical energy

of each joint. To limit the solution space, the real and imaginary parts vj of the

poles are restricted to the interval −50.0 ≤ vj ≤ −0.01 in order for the poles to

guarantee stability of the system. The restriction regarding the maximum negative

value is thereby based on the tradeoff between limiting the control effort and sufficiently

dampening the modes. The cost function f(v) then is

minimize
f(v)

f(v) =
3∑

i=1

w̃i ·
∫ tf

t0

|q̇i(t)Γi(t)|dt

subject to − 50.0 ≤ vj ≤ −0.01

where w̃i are the weighting factors, Γi(t) are the joint torques, t0 is the initial time

and tf is the end of the STS motion. The motion in terms of angles, angular velocities

and angular accelerations are obtained through direct dynamics calculations with joint

torques as inputs:

ũ = Γ .

The process is iterated with the new values of v as input to the optimization scheme

until the solution f(v∗) converges. An illustration of the described optimization process

can be found in fig. 1.3.
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Figure 1.3: Schematic of optimization of pole placement.

On the basis of initial poles chosen to be

λ̄0 =




−40.0− 3.0i

−40.0 + 3.0i

−35.0− 2.0i

−35.0 + 2.0i

−30.0− 5.0i

−30.0 + 5.0i




and weighting factors w̃1 = 7.0, w̃2 = 5.0 and w̃3 = 3.0 the optimizer calculated the

new poles

λ̄ =




−39.0433− 0.0102i

−39.0433 + 0.0102i

−29.7170− 0.0143i

−29.7170 + 0.0143i

−2.0411− 1.5366i

−2.0411 + 1.5366i
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corresponding to the gain matrix

K =



859 499 1063 577 14500 863

204 422 1264 549 14507 864

2 6 11 8 303 18


 .

The highest weighting value was given to w1 in order to restrict the motion in the

ankle the most while more freedom to the movement of the upper body was considered

through choosing a smaller value w3 for the hip.

Finally, the real and imaginary parts v∗ composing the poles were used within the direct

dynamics calculations of the nonlinear triple pendulum model in order to predict STS

motion. Corresponding simulation results are shown in fig. 1.4 as a sequence of snap

shots.

Figure 1.4: Simulation sequence of STS motion using the control based motion gener-

ation method of state feedback by pole placement.

Further information on the computation routine as well as on simulation results with

regard to cost function values f(v∗), joint angles and joint torque histories before and

after the optimization process can be found in appendix A. Results indicate that lifting

the pendulum from a sitting to a stable standing position is possible driving the joint

torques. However, a STS transfer that resembles human motion cannot be predicted

solely using predefined weighting factors and the minimization of joint energies within

the proposed optimization process. The method of pole placement itself might not be

expedient at all, but this cannot be concluded definitely at this point, since a simpli-

fied model without physiological locations of segment centers of masses or supporting

contact forces of the chair was considered. Still, this approach shows an example of con-

trolling the STS motion in joint space and outlines the complexity of control processes

underlying human STS motion, that herewith could not be fully grasped.
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1.3 Motivation and objective

The STS motion in particular has a huge impact on the quality of life since it is a

common, required and complex sensorimotor process. The major challenge in STS is

the problem of seat-off. When the point of support during sitting is lost, the projection

of the center of mass lies behind the base of support which makes the system statically

unstable. Forward trunk flexion then generates momentum to complete the task, but

it requires precise control in order not to loose balance. Accomplishing STS motion

can be demanding due to reduced abilities in terms of physical or cognitive limitations.

Maintaining or re-establishing this skill in its absence is crucial to positively influence

one’s well-being and mobility and to decrease the risk of falling. Here, STS motion

prediction comes into play. Anticipating this movement accurately is essential with

regard to many applications such as the design of prostheses, exoskeletons or (wear-

able) robotic devices for STS assistance in ergonomical engineering, rehabilitation and

treatment planning within the medical field, the animation of articulated figures in

computer-graphics as well as the design and control of humanoid robots, just to men-

tion a few. To be able to understand how patients would adapt their motion due to

a treatment or a training, one must first be able to predict the motion of a healthy

subject.

Research in STS motion prediction is rare and has focused on developing direct dynam-

ics strategies in joint space. The control-based introductory example has shown that

regulating an inverse pendulum is relatively simple by driving the torques, but gener-

ating a human STS postural behavior while getting up from the chair can not easily be

attained. In optimization-based motion generation methods, the difficulty comprises

finding suitable performance measures or combinations as well as constraints for the

specific motion. All in all, defining joint trajectories does not prove to be practical in

order to specify a task due to the kinematic redundancy of anthropoid models [5].

By contrast, operational space control methods have proven to be a promising approach

for regulating multibody systems since they yield task end-point accuracy in the field

of robotics and auspicious results in biomechanics in general. It has so far only been

used once in STS motion prediction. This leads to the demand for examining healthy

STS motion prediction using an operational space control technique in order to utilize

the advantages, that are among others: (i) real-time motion control, (ii) sparing time-

consuming transformations from known task related descriptions into joint space and

(iii) employing null space motion for postural control in order to make use of complex

internal dynamics instead of regarding redundancies as a problem.
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The objective of this thesis is to test the hypothesis that the task space control of

human motion is more reflective of how the nervous system controls movement and

more accurate than joint space control, assuming that joint torques might not actively

be regulated in order to perform a desired task. To this end, the applicability of

the operational space control method is implemented for the example of the human

STS motion by the use of a desired head trajectory for a biomechamical four-link

skeletal model in the sagittal plane as an extension to the most commonly used three-

link planar model. Furthermore, finding the fundamental objective that is processed

by the neural system and that underlies the specific motion comprises an optimization

problem in itself. In operational space control, this is characterized by finding a suitable

pseudo-inverse of the Jacobian matrix. Testing a set of different pseudo-inverses is

undertaken in this work in order to gain a deeper understanding of how the subconscious

control strategy of the postural system functions to complete the STS task. At the

same time, the thesis aims at gathering information on unmeasurable variables of the

biomechanical system, i.e. the joint torques.

1.4 Overview

The remaining part of this thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 gives an overview

on the background of the kinematics and dynamics as well as on the notation utilized

in this work. Within the kinematics section, it gives a definition of joint space and op-

erational (task) space and depicts the relationship between those two spaces. The fun-

damental phenomena of kinematic singularities and redundancies are addressed along

with redundancy resolution techniques on direct and inverse kinematics level which are

accomplished through the employment of null space motion. Thereafter the basics of

inverse and direct dynamics are briefly presented. The correlation of joint and task

space on force level is introduced analogously to the motion level.

In chapter 3 conducted STS measurements are described in detail, serving as reference

data to human STS motion reconstruction. A biomechanical four-link model is then

portrayed including its measurement-based anthropometry derivation and the trans-

mission of measurement-based orientation data. The mathematical formulation of the

model dynamics is given based on the introduction of a proposed buttocks contact

force model, its assumptions and a corresponding brief literature overview. In what

follows is an in-depth presentation on the implementation of two different buttocks

contact force models. First, a literature based Kelvin-Voigt approach, that is adapted
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to the employed biomechanical model, attempts to reconstruct the measured vertical

and horizontal forces. After that, the results of a newly developed Gaussian function

model are delineated. Both approaches are compared and weighted up, with the out-

come that the Gaussian function model is implemented in the subsequent simulation

framework.

Chapter 4 describes the operational space formulation. The difference of direct and

inverse dynamics in operational space with respect to joint space is expanded, focusing

on existing solution approaches for redundancy handling, on the basis of which the

control method is derived. Task and posture decomposition are clarified and the overall

control law is deduced at acceleration and force level. Specifics of the application of

the proposed method to the four-link model are given hereafter. Implemented pseudo-

inverses are presented, while three different pseudo-inverses of the Jacobian matrix are

outlined for testing within the posture control framework for the STS motion.

Simulation results are presented in chapter 5, structured in two approaches regarding

a variation of command variables at task level. Within each approach, the aforemen-

tioned testing of pseudo-inverses at posture level is shown first. Being based on the

decision of which pseudo-inverse yields the most accurate results regarding the con-

sistency with reference joint angles, corresponding STS performance predictions are

illustrated hereafter. This includes the results for joint angles, angular velocities, an-

gular accelerations, the end-effector position and orientation as well as corresponding

velocities and accelerations, joint torques and all in all corresponding errors w.r.t. ref-

erence data in order to validate the approaches. Each section closes with a discussion

that includes a simulation sequence as a series of snapshots.

The following chapter 6 contrasts the proposed operational space control method with

a recent optimization-based motion generation technique. To that end, the reference

method is described briefly. Then a comparison is performed through an implementa-

tion for the proposed four-link model.

Finally, a summary including contributions as well as limitations and an outlook for

future work is given in chapter 7.
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2 Kinematical and dynamical basics

2.1 Kinematics of serial manipulators

The mathematical basis for the description of the motion of the human body without

considering the influence of forces and moments is formed by the kinematical framework

of serial manipulators, since the human body is usually modeled as an open kinematic

chain. Such a mechanism consists of n+ 1, n ∈ N, rigid bodies (including the ground)

interconnected through n joints which are responsible for transmitting relative motion

between pairs of bodies [38, 107]. The first body is fixed to the ground, which is

represented through a base frame K0. The end point of the serial manipulator is

referred to as the end-effector and described by a coordinate frame Ke.

It is assumed that each joint grants a single degree of freedom according to the joint

variable q that, in this scenario, represents an angle due to a revolute joint. There-

fore, the number of joints constitutes the number of DOFs of the manipulator, which

characterizes its mechanical structure and distinctly determines its configuration. In

the context of biomechanics the configuration of the human body will be termed pos-

ture, which signifies the position and orientation (pose) of all rigid bodies forming the

kinematic chain [107].

The vector q = [ q1, . . . , qn ]
T of n joint variables is defined in the so called joint space,

also referred to as configuration space [107]. The manipulator task, conversely, is spec-

ified in the operational space or task space. This denotes the space in which the vector

of the end-effector pose xe is defined. The end-effector pose comprises the configuration

of Ke w.r.t. the reference frame K0 in terms of m ∈ N inherently independent configu-

ration parameters (with m ≤ n) which also define the number of end-effector DOFs in

free motion operations [42]. These parameters are called operational coordinates and

are defined through

xe =

[
pe

Φe

]

with pe describing the end-effector position in terms of a minimal number of, most

commonly, Cartesian coordinates. Typically, the end-effector orientation Φe, which

refers to the rotation of Ke w.r.t. K0, is described by an Euler angles triplet Φe =

(ϕ, ϑ, ψ) [107]. This minimal representation belongs to the special orthonormal group

SO(3) and allows for trajectory generation.
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The relationship between joint space and operational space is given through the direct

and inverse kinematics (see fig. 2.1) which will be described hereafter.

K0K0

KeKe

xx

yy

zz

q1

q2

q3

direct kinematics

inverse kinematics

joint space

q̇ ∈ R
n

operational space

ẋe ∈ R
m

0re

0
Re

Figure 2.1: Schematic of the direct and inverse kinematics of a human body.

2.1.1 Direct kinematics

Direct kinematics refers to the transmission of joint motion to the motion of the manip-

ulator’s end-effector. The aim is to compute the pose of the end-effector, represented

by the coordinate frame Ke, as a function of the joint variables w.r.t. the base frame

K0. Thus, the operational variables xe ∈ R
m can be computed based on the knowledge

of the joint space variables q ∈ R
n at position level through a, in general nonlinear,

vector function f : Rn → R
m, formally described by

xe = f(q) . (2.1)
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Through the velocity transmission, one obtains the direct kinematics at velocity level

ẋe = Je(q) q̇ , (2.2)

with the operational space velocity vector ẋe ∈ R
m collecting the angular velocity of

the end-effector frame and the linear velocity of its origin w.r.t. the base frame, and

joint space velocities q̇ ∈ R
n. Je ∈ R

m×n is the analytical Jacobian matrix

Je(q) =
∂f

∂q
=




∂f1
∂q1

· · · ∂f1
∂qn

...
. . .

...
∂fm
∂q1

· · · ∂fm
∂qn



,

which contains a listing of partial derivatives of the position and orientation components

of eq. (2.1) w.r.t. the joint axes. It is a function of the configuration and describes the

linear mapping from the joint velocity space to the end-effector velocity space [11, 107].

Differentiating eq. (2.2) again w.r.t. time expresses the direct kinematics at acceleration

level

ẍe = Je(q) q̈ + J̇e(q, q̇) q̇ , (2.3)

where ẍe includes the end-effector’s angular and linear acceleration and q̈ contains the

joint space accelerations.

2.1.1.1 Kinematic singularities

In general, it is not possible to assign any arbitrary motion to the end-effector, since

singular configurations reduce the mobility of a manipulator. Kinematic singularities

are configurations at which the Jacobian Je is rank-deficient. In this case, the ma-

nipulator end-effector can not move anymore in certain directions in Cartesian space

or rotate around them. This leads to a temporary loss of one ore more DOFs of the

manipulator, which are defined by the rank of the Jacobian matrix. In the subspace

orthogonal to this singular direction in operational space, manipulator movements re-

main free. This behavior spreads out over the neighborhood of singular configurations,

where small velocities in the operational space already lead to large joint space ve-

locities [107]. Kinematic singularities can be classified in boundary singularities and

internal singularities. Whereas boundary singularities occur when the manipulator is

completely stretched or entrenched, internal singularities generally arise on account of

the alignment of axes of motion within the workspace or due to particular end-effector

configurations [107].
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2.1.1.2 Kinematic redundancy

Within kinematic calculations, redundancies pose another problem. A kinematic re-

dundancy appears when more DOFs are available than variables to describe a certain

task. A manipulator is said to be intrinsically redundant when the dimension of the

operational space m is smaller than the dimension of the joint space n. If only a

number r of coordinates of the operational space vector, with r < m, are of interest

to conduct a certain task, but m = n, the manipulator is still said to be functionally

redundant, meaning that the concept of redundancy is relative to the task that is as-

signed to the manipulator [107]. The corresponding Jacobian matrix J ∈ R
r×n then

describes the instantaneous velocity transmission from the joint velocity space q̇ ∈ R
n

to the end-effector space of velocities of concern ẋ ∈ R
r in order to perform the specific

task. Note that the index e is from now on left out to address the general case, where

r ≤ m. If the manipulator is kinematically redundant with r < n, there exist n − r

redundant DOFs.

Physically speaking, a redundant manipulator can have different postures while main-

taining the same end-effector pose which is referred to as internal motion. This is

illustrated in fig. 2.2 for the example of a three-link planar manipulator with three

joints. For this case, only the position of the origin of the end-effector is of interest.

Ke

x
y

Figure 2.2: Exemplary internal motion (grey) of three-link planar manipulator (black)

for a fixed origin of frame Ke.

Internal motion is characterized by the range R(J) and null space N (J) of the mapping

described by J (see appendix B), as illustrated in fig. 2.3, where the Jacobian matrix

has to be regarded as constant for a specific posture. Joint velocities q̇ that do not
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generate any end-effector velocity in the given manipulator posture lie within the null

space of the Jacobian matrix. All other joint velocities produce end-effector velocities

ẋ that lie within the range of the Jacobian matrix.

J

q̇ ∈ R
n ẋ ∈ R

r

0

N (J) R(J)

Figure 2.3: Mapping between joint and end-effector space at velocity level, inspired by

[107].

If the Jacobian has full rank, the dimension of the null space is dim(N (J)) = n −
r whereas the dimension of the range space is dim(R(J)) = r, so the range spans

the entire space R
r. At a singular configuration, the Jacobian degenerates and the

dimension of the null space increases while the dimension of the range space decreases,

as dim(R(J)) + dim(N (J)) = n, independently of the rank of J.

2.1.1.3 Redundancy resolution within direct kinematics

Since the null space is N (J) 6= ∅, redundancy resolution techniques can be employed

in case of a redundant manipulator, where one can choose any joint velocity vector

q̇any in order to take advantage of redundant DOFs. The aim is to generate internal

joint motions that do not alter the end-effector pose but positively affect the desired

motion through influencing the manipulator configuration.

One can choose an n× n projector matrix P so that R(P ) ≡ N (J) [107]. If ̂̇q already

is a solution to eq. (2.2), then

q̇ = ̂̇q + P q̇any (2.4)

represents another solution to eq. (2.2), since

ẋ = Ĵ̇q + JP q̇any (2.5)
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given

JP q̇any = 0 (2.6)

yields

ẋ = Jq̇ ,

where the dependence on q has been omitted for the sake of clarity.

2.1.2 Inverse kinematics

In practical applications it is crucial to be able to specify a desired motion trajectory

to the end-effector. On the basis of the given end-effector target position 0re and ori-

entation 0
Re the corresponding joint variables need to be determined which is referred

to as the inverse kinematics (see fig. 2.1 in chapter 2.1) [101, 107].

At position level, the solution of the inverse kinematics is formally described by

q = f−1 (x) . (2.7)

In general, eq. (2.7) is not resolvable in closed-form, for example through algebraic

or geometrical solution approaches, due to complex structures of the manipulator or

nonlinearities within the relationship between joint space variables and operational

space variables. Also, multiple solutions by reasons of redundancy or even infinite

solutions because of singularities might exist. Furthermore, unreachable configurations

or joint limits might lead to solutions that are not admissible. Numerical solution

techniques provide a remedy, since they can be applied to any kinematic structure.

However, in general they do not provide all admissible solutions [101, 107].

Usually, the inverse kinematics is handled at velocity level. It is formally described by

the inversion of the manipulator Jacobian in order to obtain the joint velocities

q̇ = J
−1 ẋ . (2.8)

Yet eq. (2.8) is only solvable if the Jacobian matrix is square and of full rank, thus

regular. Is the manipulator located in a singular configuration or is it redundant to

begin with, computing the Jacobian inverse is not feasible any more.

A general solution method is posed by employing a pseudo-inverse of the Jacobian

matrix J
† which satisfies the condition of pseudo-inverses, namely

J J
† = I . (2.9)
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Eq. (2.8) then becomes

q̇ = J
† ẋ , (2.10)

which, multiplied by J from the left, fulfills the direct kinematics equation (eq. (2.2)).

2.1.2.1 Redundancy resolution within inverse kinematics

Facing the redundancy issue (r < n), a general solution to the joint velocities based on

eq. (2.2), eq. (2.6) and eq. (2.9) is

J q̇ = ẋ

⇔ J q̇ = J J
† ẋ + JP q̇any

⇔ q̇ = J
† ẋ + P q̇any , (2.11)

where x, again, denotes the end-effector velocities of concern, P a projector onto the

null space of J and q̇any a vector of arbitrary joint velocities.

In order to solve eq. (2.11), an approach typically used in the literature is formulating

the inverse kinematics problem as a constrained linear optimization problem, where

the goal is to find the solutions q̇ that minimize a cost function g′ defined as

g′(q̇) =
1

2
(q̇ − q̇any)

T (q̇ − q̇any) ,

while satisfying the primary constraint (eq. (2.2)). This way, the norm of (q̇ − q̇any)

is minimized in order to get solutions as close as possible to q̇any, while q̇any can be

specified so as to satisfy an additional constraint to the problem. The optimal solution

then results in

q̇ = J
∗ ẋ + (I − J

∗
J) q̇any (2.12)

with the Moore-Penrose inverse J
∗ = J

T (JJT )−1. The first term J
∗ ẋ of eq. (2.12)

attempts to minimize the norm of joint velocities. The second term (I − J
∗
J) q̇any is

called homogeneous solution and endeavors to satisfy the additional constraint specified

by q̇any. In this case, the bracket term represents the projector matrix

P = I − J
∗
J (2.13)

that maps q̇any in the null space of J, allowing for internal joint motion at a fixed end-

effector pose ẋ = 0. This method was used in literature for task-oriented control at the

inverse kinematics level in a sense of prioritized handling of subtasks [26, 29, 65, 80].
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2.2 Dynamics of serial manipulators

The dynamics deals with the motion of bodies under the influence of forces. The

dynamic model of a manipulator is the basis for the design of manipulator structures

as well as for motion simulation and the design of control schemes. This allows for

testing of control algorithms in a simulation environment without the need of using a

physical manipulator.

The dynamic model is typically derived in the joint space and gives a description of

the relationship between the joint actuator torques Γ and the motion of the structure

in terms of the generalized coordinates q ∈ R
n and their time derivatives q̇, q̈. When

neglecting joint friction torques for simplicity as well as forces and moments exerted

by the end-effector on the environment, the general joint space dynamic model is

represented by the following differential equation in minimal form:

A(q)q̈ + b(q, q̇)− g(q)−Q(q, q̇) = Γ . (2.14)

In this notation, A(q) ∈ R
n×n describes the symmetric, positive definite and in general

configuration-dependent inertia matrix for an n-DOF manipulator. Vector b(q, q̇) ∈ R
n

is the vector of Coriolis, gyroscopic and centrifugal forces, g(q) ∈ R
n contains the

configuration-dependent joint forces by the presence of gravity, Q(q, q̇) is the vector of

the projection of general external forces and Γ ∈ R
n is the vector of generalized forces

applied to the joints (termed joint torques), in this regard the vector of actuation

torques [107].

The solution of the so-called equations of motion either gives a characterization of the

acting forces and torques or a description of the motion in terms of time dependent

position, velocity and acceleration coordinates of the system components. In order to

solve the equations, depending on which values are known in advance, the branch is

divided into inverse and direct dynamics.

2.2.1 Inverse dynamics

The inverse dynamics constitutes a method to reconstruct the joint torques Γ(t) de-

pending on time t, that act on a manipulator and are responsible for its specific motion

sequence for given q̈(t), q̇(t) and q(t). Kinematic descriptions of the manipulator as

well as inertia properties and possible external forces applied on the structure provide

the basis for the calculation of those causal forces.
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2.2.2 Direct dynamics

With respect to the joint torques Γ(t), the direct dynamics problem in joint space refers

to the calculation of the resulting motion q̈(t), and thus q̇(t), q(t), of the articulated

mechanism for t > t0, with t0 referring to an initial time. In contrast to the inverse

dynamics, the internal forces are known or established beforehand.

In detail, the joint accelerations can be computed through the dynamic model that

allows for the description of the motion of the whole structure:

q̈ = A−1(q)[Γ− b(q, q̇) + g(q) +Q(q, q̇) ] , (2.15)

once the state of the system in terms of the position q(ti) and the velocity q̇(ti) at a

specific time ti is known. The position and velocity of the next time step ti+1 = ti+∆t,

with integration step ∆t, then can be computed by a numerical integration method.

2.2.3 Relationship between joint torques and end-effector forces

On force level, the relationship between the joint torques and the generalized forces

applied to the end-effector is given by the transpose of the manipulator Jacobian:

Γ = J
T (q)F . (2.16)

Here, F denotes the vector of end-effector forces of the dimension r, r ∈ N, of the

operational space of interest. Analogous to the relationship between the joint and end-

effector space at velocity level, the mapping between joint and end-effector space at

force level can be illustrated as in fig. 2.4.

Similar to joint motion in the null space of the Jacobian that do not affect end-effector

displacements, there exist end-effector forces which do not affect joint torques of a

redundant manipulator in motion. These end-effector forces act within the null space

N (JT ) of the transpose of the Jacobian matrix and denote a subspace of Rr. At a

singular configuration, for example, the manipulator remains in its given posture no

matter what end-effector force is acting. The range space R(JT ) of the transposed

Jacobian expresses the subspace of Rn of those joint torques that are able to balance

the applied end-effector forces [107].
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J
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Γ ∈ R
n F ∈ R

r

0
N (JT )

R(JT )

Figure 2.4: Mapping between end-effector and joint space at force level, inspired by

[107].
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3 Measurement and model

3.1 Sit-to-stand motion capture measurements

In order to generate reference data for the STS motion simulation, full body movement

data of a healthy 31-year old female adult was recorded using a 3D motion tracking

system from Vicon Motion Systems Ltd. This system includes seven cameras of type

MX13 NIR for the motion capturing, two force platforms of type AMTI OR6-7-2000 for

the recording of ground reactions and two high-speed cameras of type Basler A602FC

to create video footage.

The process of recording movement is based on the principle that retroreflective mark-

ers, which are tracked by infrared cameras, reverberate the light back into the camera

lenses in order to allow for the determination of two-dimensional marker positions w.r.t.

each camera. Combining each camera data with calibration data, the equivalent digital

motion of the body in three dimensions can be reconstructed.

In the experimental setup, motion capturing was enabled through 45 reflective markers

that were placed on predefined body positions based on the Vicon Plug-in Gait model

(see fig. 3.1).
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Figure 3.1: Marker designations and positions according to Plug-in Gait model [92].
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The force platforms were positioned below the participants’ feet and below the chair,

respectively. A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in fig. 3.2.

 

x

y

z

motion capture cameras

force plate 1force plate 2

Vicon
reference system

Figure 3.2: Schematic representation of the experimental setup for STS-measurements.

Every trial started with the participant sitting on a four legged hard-surface chair

(height 0.45m) without any arm or back support. After a “ready” signal, the partici-

pant counted to five, then stood up at a comfortable speed and counted to five again

while standing until the trial was concluded. In order to be conform with the momen-

tum transfer strategy mentioned in chapter 1, the test subject was instructed not to

lift the feet from the ground and not to use the hands to push down on the chair or

the thighs while performing the STS motion. In total, five valid measurements were

recorded, from which three measurements were performed with arms hanging loosely

next to the body and two with arms crossed in front of the chest. Those trials were
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completed in one session with identical marker placement.

Measurement data were recorded with a sampling rate of 100Hz in a synchronized

manner by the use of the software Vicon Nexus 2 and saved as a .c3d file. On the basis

of marker position data for each frame, joint center positions are calculated through

an algorithm of the Plug-in Gait model that provides 17 ideal joints and 17 segments

(see fig. 3.1). The rigid body segments are connections between the joint centers.

They originate in the pelvis joint, from which the lower body model is constructed.

The upper body model is constructed in relation to the thorax. Segment positions

and orientations are implicitly represented through segment coordinate systems and

calculated based on the joint center positions to reconstruct 3D body motion.

The segment length, i.e. the distance between two relevant joint centers, is calculated

frame by frame based on marker positions on the body. Continuous skin deformation

and displacement relative to the underlying bone lead to relative marker movement.

The soft tissue artifacts affect the rigid body kinematics in a sense that joint center

and rotation axis estimations are not computed precisely and consistently and segment

lengths of one trial differ over time. Possible error quantification and compensation

depending on body segment and movement are described in the literature [7, 61, 66].

3.2 Biomechanical model

In this work, the complex human body is mechanically represented through a biome-

chanical model that consists of a planar 4R-mechanism (see fig. 3.3), in order to take

the rocking of the feet into account that could be observed in the experiments.

The skeletal model is composed of four rigid bodies that are connected through four

revolute joints: link one (l1) is connected to the ground in the origin of the toe joint,

illustrated through the base frame K0, and represents both feet, link two (l2) is con-

nected to link one through the ankle joint and depicts both shanks that are, in turn,

coupled at the knee joint with link three (l3), representing both thighs. Head, arms

and trunk are composed of a composite object in link four (l4), which is connected with

link three at the hip joint. The upper body constitutes the end-effector whose pose is

represented through coordinate frame Ke.
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Notation:

K0 base frame

Ke end-effector frame

ϕi joint angle, with i = 1, . . . , 4

mi segment mass

Ji moment of inertia w.r.t. seg-

ment center of mass

li segment length

si distal offset of segment center of

mass

a ankle height

Figure 3.3: Quadruple pendulum model.

It is assumed that both feet are in continuous contact with the ground and that joint

friction can be neglected. Furthermore, only movement in the sagittal plane is consid-

ered. Due to the planar restriction, each joint has one DOF, thus the model itself has

four DOFs. Joint angles ϕi, with i = 1, . . . , 4, are measured w.r.t. the vertical y.

3.2.1 Anthropometric model data

As described in section 3.1, measurements of segment lengths vary over time due to

skin artifacts. In order to utilize constant segment lengths for the quadruple pendulum

model, link lengths li are in general computed as the mean value of the aforementioned

five valid measurements:

First, shank length l2 and thigh length l3 were calculated as the mean value of right
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and left side of the lengths computed by the Plug-In Gait model for each measurement,

in order to allow for a transmission to the sagittal plane. These variable mean values

are illustrated in fig. 3.4 (named measurement 1 to 5).
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Figure 3.4: Mean thigh and shank segment lengths (l3 and l2) of five valid STS-

measurements over time: mean thigh and shank lengths over measurements (black

lines); dimensions according to literature (black dashed/dotted lines) [114, 17].

Since every measurement differs in its time duration, the curves have been aligned

in time in order to synchronize the moment of seat-off, i.e. the time where the but-

tocks just looses contact to the seat. Over the different lengths for various STS-

measurements, the mean value over time was then computed with respect to each

measurement (dashed lines, named mean 1 to 5). On the basis of those five means,

again, the total mean value was calculated (black line) and employed in the model.

As a comparison, segment lengths according to Drillis and Contini [17] mentioned in

Winter [114] are illustrated in dashed/dotted black lines (fig. 3.4). In their work,

dimensions are expressed as a percentage of body height in order to serve as an ap-

proximation in the absence of individual measured data. Hence, it is not surprising
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that these segment lengths do not lie within the standard deviation interval (area

highlighted in gray) with regard to the particular test subject, as these values cover

a grouping of varying individuals of different gender, origin and age. Such a general

description of body dimensions is not useful for this thesis, since measurement data

exist for realistically representing the test subjects dimensions.

The upper body length l4 was approximated based on the total body height h, the

segment lengths of shank l2 and thigh l3 and the ankle joint height a, because no

measurement data was available regarding the end point of the head:

l4 = h− a− l2 − l3 .

For the calculation of the constant upper body length l4, the ankle joint height a, again,

was computed as the average of right and left side over five measurements and over

time.

Segment length l1 regarding the feet was measured on the test subject itself, since

Vicon does not calculate any toe joint center and Winter [114] does not provide any

general formula concerning the distance between ankle joint and toe joint, either.

Based on the segment lengths, the anthropometric data for the biomechanical model

were computed according to Winter [114], as in Vicon’s Plug-in Gait model. The

anatomical parameters include each segment mass mi, radius of gyration ρi w.r.t. the

segment center of mass, moment of inertia Ji = miρi
2 w.r.t. the segment center of

mass as well as distal distance si of the segment center of mass (see fig. 3.3). Segment

masses m1 to m3 where doubled, since left and right side of legs and feet were modeled

as a single entity implying perfect symmetry.

The anatomical parameters of the test subject with a body height of 1.59m and a body

mass of 48 kg are shown in tab. 3.1.
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Anthropometric

data

foot

(i = 1)

shank

(i = 2)

thigh

(i = 3)

HAT

(i = 4)

mi [kg] 1.3920 4.4640 9.6000 32.5440

li [m] 0.1700 0.3717 0.3771 0.7742

ρi [m] 0.0808 0.1123 0.1218 0.6991

Ji [kg m2] 0.0091 0.0563 0.1424 15.9057

si [m] 0.0850 0.2108 0.2138 0.2896

Table 3.1: Anthropometric data of the biomechanical model for the considered test

subject, where HAT is the entity consisting of head, arms and trunk.

3.2.2 Orientation data transmission to the model

For the quadruple pendulum model, measurement data of segment orientations and

corresponding angular velocities as well as accelerations provide the basis for

(i) the initial model pose in the form of an initial condition for the forward STS-

simulation (explained in chapter 4.5), and

(ii) calculating the head trajectory, which, in turn, serves as input datum for the

employed operational space control method (described in chapter 4).

The orientation data are gathered from the .c3d file of the corresponding Vicon mea-

surement mentioned in chapter 3.1, which, among others, contains marker trajectories,

ground reaction forces and angle trajectories of the body segments. These angles, de-

livered frame by frame, were projected onto the sagittal plane and interpolated using

splines of order five without any smoothing factor. In this way, angles between body

segments and their corresponding time derivatives were described as functions depen-

dent on time. In the following, the transmission of the measured segment orientations

onto the biomechanical model is briefly presented.

For the ankle and knee joint angles ϕ2 and ϕ3, respectively, the mean of right and left

side was calculated and its description transformed w.r.t. the vertical, i.e. the y-axis

of the base frame K0.

The upper body orientation ϕ4 was computed based on the angle of link l4 w.r.t. the

vertical. Link l4 arises from the connection of the pelvis joint center and the position

of the last cervical vertebra at the middle of the head. Since Vicon’s head joint center
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lies outside the head – contrary to its documentation [92, 112] for unknown reasons and

currently still under investigation – a constant shift of 0.1536m into the approximate

middle of the head was manually performed.

As Vicon does not generate a toe joint center and the distance l1 was measured on

the test subject itself (see chapter 3.2.1), foot angle ϕ1 was calculated based on the

variable ankle height a taken from the measurement data:

ϕ1 =
3

2
π − arcsin

(
a

l1

)
. (3.1)

3.2.3 Dynamic model description

The dynamics of the four-link rigid-body model depicted in fig. 3.3 are described by

a set of nonlinear differential equations, compactly written in matrix form (cf. eq.

(2.14)):

A(q)q̈ + b(q, q̇)− g(q)−Q(q, q̇) = Γ .

The equations in joint space were derived through LAGRANGE’s equation of the second

kind and are shown in appendix C. The composition of the vector of general external

forces Q(q, q̇) is based on modeled horizontal and vertical contact forces Fbx and Fby

between chair and buttocks, as explained subsequently.

For this purpose, measured horizontal and vertical ground reaction forces Fmeasuredx

and Fmeasuredy were transmitted to the center of pressure (COP) on the chair surface at

height s, as illustrated in fig. 3.5. Arising moments are canceled out by the correspond-

ing shift ∆rx = s · Fbx

Fby

of the chair’s COP w.r.t. the COP on the ground. Note, that

the force plate was initialized with the rigid chair on top. That is why the weight of

the chair is not taken into account and the ground reaction forces, that are illustrated

in fig. 3.5, are meant to act on the body.

However, the horizontal shift ∆rx is widely overstated in the illustration. While sitting

motionless, the COP on the chair surface is only shifted by ∆rx = 0.007m. The shift

reaches a maximum of ∆rx = 0.08m shortly before seat-off. This is shown in fig.

3.6, where measured ground reaction forces, corresponding x-positions of the COPs

regarding the ground and the chair as well as the difference ∆rx between those COPs

are plotted for an exemplary measurement.
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Figure 3.5: Transmission of measured ground reaction forces onto the chair surface.
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Figure 3.6: Measured ground reaction forces under the chair (upper plot) including

COP-positions of measured forces as well as of transmitted forces on the chair surface

(middle plot) and corresponding distance ∆rx between both COPs (lower plot).

As the difference ∆rx between the chair’s COP and the COP on the ground is relatively

small, it was omitted for the transmission onto the model itself. Moreover, due to the

lack of a concrete model regarding the rolling of the chair’s COP, the resulting points
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of force application were assumed to be located on the bone structure on link l3 in

constant distances bx and by w.r.t. the hip joint, as illustrated in fig. 3.7.

x
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s

by bx

l3

Fby

Fbx

Figure 3.7: Transmission of forces onto the model.

The distance bx = 0.3156m of the point of action of Fbx and the offset by = 0.0403m

regarding the point of force application of Fby w.r.t. the hip joint were calculated

as the mean values of the initial points of load application based on the valid STS-

measurements with an experimental setup as described in chapter 3.1.

The result for the projected buttocks force then is:

Q = J b
T ·

[
Fbx

Fby

]

=

[
l1 cosϕ1 l2 cosϕ2 (l3 − bx) cosϕ3 0

l1 sinϕ1 l2 sinϕ2 (l3 − by) sinϕ3 0

]T

·
[
Fbx

Fby

]
, (3.2)

where J b is the Jacobian matrix comprising the partial derivatives of the corresponding

position vectors of the buttocks forces w.r.t. the joint angles.
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3.2.4 Buttocks contact force model

During the initial state of STS motion the buttocks are transmitting a great amount

of body weight while sitting, according to the literature up to 79 percent depending on

the seating condition [83, 81], according to our measurements even around 89 percent

due to a straight sitting position without any support. The large contact force between

chair and buttocks that is acting while sitting and vanishing in the moment of seat-off –

schematically illustrated in fig. 3.8 – has a huge impact on the overall joint torques and,

therefore, is important to be modeled as precise as possible for realistic STS-prediction.
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Figure 3.8: Contact forces between chair and buttocks in the deformed and undeformed

state.

In the literature, some models for the subcutaneous adipose tissue, a connective tis-

sue between the dermis and the aponeurosis and fasciae of the muscles for small or

large ranges of deformation, exist. One was introduced by Geerligs et al. [21] in order

to describe the linear visco-elastic behavior of this layer of tissue. This model, how-

ever, is limited to small strain behavior and provides limited descriptions of the overall

mechanical behavior. In Sommer et al. [109], the quasi-static multiaxial mechanical

response of human adipose tissue was determined and mathematically represented in
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terms of parameters of a hyper-elastic strain-energy function. Parameters were identi-

fied based on experiments on the abdominal fat tissue to serve as a basis for soft tissue

simulations using the finite element method. In Palevski et al. [87], measured data was

fitted to a biexponential equation based on tests regarding the compression of porcine

gluteus muscles perpendicular to the direction of muscle fibers, which provided the

characterization of shear moduli and the time course of viscoelastic stress relaxation

of in vitro tissue. However, the literature lacks a validated model of buttocks tissues

in particular as well as information required for mathematical modeling.

For the sitting posture, an experimental model for the estimation of the shear force

acting on the skin surface of the buttocks for comfortable sitting while leaning against a

backrest was given by Kobara et al. [57] without considering the legs. In order to study

the dynamic responses to vertical vibration excitation, a spring-damper-component was

used in several biodynamic models of seated human subjects to connect the chair and

the human model, which can be found amongst others in a study of Liang and Chiang

[62].

Within the STS forward simulation, aforementioned buttocks force considerations are

rare and do mostly not contain an explicit model of the contact forces. Ozsoy and Yang

[84] for example do not model the vertical buttocks force per se, but consider it in an

objective function as the minimization of the difference in the vertical support reaction

forces between the right and left side of the body. In Prinz et al. [91], the effects of

a chair on a seated individual were simulated by considering the sufficiency of joint

torques to lift the biomechanical model from the chair’s surface without the use of an

explicit chair or buttocks model. Sadeghi et al. [98] used a soft point contact model in

horizontal and vertical direction on the hip by two couples of non-linear spring-damper

elements with manually adjusted parameters. A parallel connection of a spring and

damper element, i.e. the Kelvin-Voigt model, is also used by Norman-Gerum [81] who

claims to have firstly introduced a physically meaningful force-deformation description

of the buttocks.

In this thesis, two models for the vertical as well as the horizontal buttocks force com-

ponent (Fby and Fbx , respectively) are presented: (a) A Kelvin-Voigt model, inspired

by Norman-Gerum [81], and (b) a Gaussian function model. Both are based on the

assumptions presented in section 3.2.3 and mean values over five STS-measurements

(see chapter 3.1) form the basis for the construction of the models presented hereafter.
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3.2.4.1 Kelvin-Voigt model

At first, a mechanical buttocks model inspired by Norman-Gerum [81] was examined.

Therein the biological tissue is represented by a visco-hyperelastic material, which is

modeled through the Kelvin-Voigt model as can be seen in fig. 3.9. The idea is to limit

the extent of the deformation of the tissue at the buttocks with the help of the spring

and to slow down the speed of deformation with the help of the damper. Since the

deformation only prevails while sitting, the contact force between chair and buttocks is

modeled until the moment of seat-off, where the buttocks is no longer in contact with

the seat and the spring is not deformed any more. After seat-off, the contact force is

set to be zero due to the undeformed state of the tissue.

Vertical buttocks force model

The vertical buttocks force Fby is represented through a vertical spring-damper-element

between chair and point of force application (see fig. 3.9) and is therefore generated as

the sum of the spring and damper force until the moment of seat-off.

Kelvin-Voigt

model

deformed

(seated)

undeformed

(seat-off)

xx

yy

l − L

l L

b
y

by

l1

l2

l3

ϕ1

ϕ2

ϕ3

Fby(λ, λ̇) > 0 Fby(λ, λ̇) = 0

Fby

Figure 3.9: Mechanical model of vertical buttocks contact force.

The spring force is computed by a non-linear spring element characterized through a
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Mooney-Rivlin function

Fspring = µ1(λ− λ−2) + µ2(λ
−3 − 1) ,

where the stretch ratio λ

λ =
l

L
(3.3)

describes the relation of the distance l = l(ϕ1, ϕ2, ϕ3) between seat and point of force

application in the deformed state and L = lseat-off, which is distance l during the

undeformed buttocks state at seat-off. µ1 and µ2 are material constants that need to

be identified.

The damping force is in general proportional to the speed of deformation

Fd = c · d
dt

(l − L)

= c L λ̇

with damping constant c and λ̇ =
d

dt

(
l

L

)
. This force is activated and deactivated

depending on the spring force:

Fdamper =





Fspring , Fd < Fspring

− Fspring , Fd > −Fspring

Fd , else.

l − L

Fspring Fdamper

Figure 3.10: Mechanical model of vertical buttocks contact force.

As the spring force is a negative compressive force due to λ < 1 until seat-off (see fig.
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3.11, middle plot), the total vertical buttocks contact force is computed by

Fby = −Fspring + Fdamper (3.4)

according to the definition of positive spring and damper forces in fig. 3.10. With a com-

puted mean distance L = 0.1388m at seat-off, the parameters µ1, µ2 and c in tab. 3.2

where found through constrained optimization. The optimization was performed using

the MATLAB routine fmincon, which finds the minimum of a constrained nonlinear mul-

tivariable function. The cost function is specified by the squared difference between

the modeled and measured vertical contact force Fdiff(z) = (Fby(z)−Fmeasuredy), where

Fby represents the model in eq. (3.4) that is dependent on the material constants µ1, µ2

and the damping constant c collected in a vector z = [µ1 µ2 c]
T . The routine computes

the positive parameters in z by solving the optimization problem

minimize F 2
diff(z)

subject to z ≥ 0 .

The options where set to be StepTolerance = 1.0e − 5, OptimalityTolerance =

1.0e− 3 and MaxIterations = 500, while all other options where left to their default

settings. After several runs with various initial values within a reasonable range for

the model, the program always found the same two distinct solutions. Using those

solutions as initial values did not improve the result. Only one of the two yielded cost

optimal parameters that are shown in tab. 3.2. Here for example, the initial values

z0 = [1.0 20.0 500.0]T were set.

Parameter Value

µ1 [kg m/s2] 332.6555

µ2 [kg m/s2] 104.7953

c [kg/s] 1315.7

Table 3.2: Kelvin-Voigt parameter settings for vertical contact force.

The modeled vertical contact force under the specified parameter values of tab. 3.2

are illustrated in red dashed lines below. Fig. 3.11 shows the mean value of the five

measured vertical contact forces Fby as well as the modeled force and corresponding

force components over time until seat-off. At this point, which is marked through a

vertical dashed line, the contact force is zero and the stretch ratio becomes one, which

is shown in the middle plot. The plot at the bottom shows the velocity of the stretch

ratio, which is relevant for the actual damping force Fd.
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Figure 3.11: Approximated vertical contact force Fby using Kelvin-Voigt model (upper

plot, red dashed line) and corresponding vertical stretch ratio (middle plot) and its

velocity w.r.t. time (lower plot).

Since the model is dependent on the stretch ratio, the vertical buttocks force Fby is

plotted as a percentage of body weight and a function of λ in its measured and modeled

state in fig. 3.12. It becomes clear, that the Kelvin-Voigt model provides only a vague

approximation to the problem.
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Figure 3.12: Measured and modeled vertical contact force Fby as a percentage of body

weight w.r.t. λ.

Horizontal buttocks force model

Using the Kelvin-Voigt model, the horizontal buttocks force is computed in a similar

way compared to the above presented approach. As shown in fig. 3.13, the spring-

damper-element is placed horizontally between the hip joint and the point of force

application on the height of the chair in order to model the horizontal contact force

Fbx between chair and buttocks. As in the Kelvin-Voigt model for the vertical force,

the horizontal contact force is generated as the sum of the spring and damper force

until the moment of seat-off. The spring force, again, is computed via a non-linear

spring element given by a Mooney-Rivlin function

Fspring = µ1(η − η−2) + µ2(η
−3 − 1) ,

where the horizontal displacement ratio η

η =
r

R
(3.5)

describes the relation of the distance r = r(ϕ1, ϕ2, ϕ3) between hip joint and point of

force application in the deformed state and R = rseat-off, which is distance r during the

undeformed buttocks state at seat-off. µ1 and µ2, again, are material constants that

need to be identified.

The damping force is also proportional to the speed of deformation

Fd = c · d
dt

(r −R)

= cR η̇

with damping constant c and η̇ =
d

dt

(
r

R

)
. This force is activated and deactivated
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Figure 3.13: Mechanical model of horizontal buttocks contact force.

depending on the spring force:

Fdamper =





Fspring , Fd < Fspring

− Fspring , Fd > −Fspring

Fd , else.

Equally to the vertical force model, the total horizontal buttocks contact force is com-

puted by

Fbx = −Fspring + Fdamper . (3.6)

With a computed mean distance R = 0.1148m at seat-off, the parameters µ1, µ2 and c

in tab. 3.2 where found through constrained optimization. As with the vertical Kelvin-

Voigt model, the optimization was performed using the MATLAB routine fmincon. The

cost function is analogously specified by the squared difference between the modeled

and measured horizontal contact force Fdiff(z) = (Fbx(z)−Fmeasuredx), where Fbx repre-

sents the model in eq. (3.6) that is dependent on the material constants µ1, µ2 and the

damping constant c collected in a vector z = [µ1 µ2 c]
T . Again, the routine computes

the positive parameters in z by solving the optimization problem

minimize F 2
diff(z)

subject to z ≥ 0 .
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Same as before, the options where set to be StepTolerance = 1.0e− 5, Optimality−
Tolerance = 1.0e − 3 and MaxIterations = 500, while all other options where left

to default. The optimal solution is shown in tab. 3.3 using the initial values z0 =

[60.0 50.0 30.0]T .

Parameter Value

µ1 [kg m/s2] 23.6660

µ2 [kg m/s2] 7.6945

c [kg/s] 88.9032

Table 3.3: Kelvin-Voigt parameter settings for horizontal contact force.

The modeled horizontal contact force under the specified parameter values of tab. 3.3

are illustrated in red dashed lines below. Fig. 3.14 shows the mean value of the mea-

sured horizontal contact forces Fbx as well as the modeled force and corresponding force

components over time until seat-off. At this point, which is marked through a vertical

dashed line, the contact force is zero and the horizontal displacement ratio becomes

one, which is shown in the middle plot. The plot at the bottom shows the velocity of

the displacement ratio, which is relevant for the actual damping force Fd.

Since the model is dependent on the horizontal displacement ratio, the horizontal

buttocks force Fbx is plotted as a function of η in its measured and modeled state

in fig. 3.15, again as a percentage of body weight. The Kelvin-Voigt model for the

horizontal buttocks force with the parameter setting from tab. 3.3 provides only a

rough approximation to the problem.
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Figure 3.14: Approximated horizontal contact force Fbx using Kelvin-Voigt model (up-

per plot, red dashed line) and corresponding horizontal displacement ratio (middle

plot) and its velocity w.r.t. time (lower plot).
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Figure 3.15: Measured and modeled horizontal contact force Fbx as a percentage of

body weight w.r.t. η.
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3.2.4.2 Gaussian function model

As an alternate modeling approach for the buttocks force, a Gaussian function fit

was performed using the MATLAB routine fit of fitType ’gauss5’ with options left to

default. Here, the contact force is of the form

Fb = a1 · e(
−x̂−b1

c1
)2
+ a2 · e(

−x̂−b2
c2

)2
+ a3 · e(

−x̂−b3
c3

)2
+ a4 · e(

−x̂−b4
c4

)2
+ a5 · e(

−x̂−b5
c5

)2
(3.7)

until seat-off, where x̂ is a variable compatible with the problem and a1, b1, c1, a2, b2,

c2, a3, b3, c3, a4, b4, c4, a5, b5, c5 are the parameters, that need to be identified.

Vertical buttocks force model

For the vertical buttocks force, x̂ is replaced by the stretch ratio λ =
l

L
as in eq. (3.3)

and Fby is then defined as

Fby =




a1 e

(
−λ−b1

c1
)2
+ a2 e

(
−λ−b2

c2
)2
+ a3 e

(
−λ−b3

c3
)2
+ a4 e

(
−λ−b4

c4
)2
+ a5 e

(
−λ−b5

c5
)2
, λ < 1

0 , else,

where the parameters were found according to the values in tab. 3.4.

Parameter a1 a2 a3 a4 a5

Value [kg m/s2] 179.6 433.2 5.524e+ 12 10.55 9.619

Parameter b1 b2 b3 b4 b5

Value [-] 0.5201 0.6752 0.07867 0.5259 0.809

Parameter c1 c2 c3 c4 c5

Value [-] 0.07856 0.1988 0.08442 0.01201 0.06298

Table 3.4: Gaussian fit parameter settings for vertical contact force.

This force model is a direct fit to the measurement data depending on the stretch

ratio λ. Even though this model is physically not intuitively interpretable, it provides

an almost perfect fit to the actual force values. This can be seen in the comparison

between the Kelvin-Voigt and the Gaussian function model for the vertical force in fig.

3.16 and in appendix D (fig. 4), where the modeled vertical contact force is also plotted

w.r.t. time.
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Figure 3.16: Vertical contact force Fby as a percentage of body weight w.r.t. λ: Com-

parison between Kelvin-Voigt (red dashed line) and Gaussian model (green dashed

line) with regard to mean measured force (gray line) and standard deviation interval

(gray area).

Horizontal buttocks force model

For the horizontal buttocks force x̂ is replaced by the displacement ratio η =
r

R
as in

eq. (3.5) and Fbx is then defined as

Fbx =




a1 e

(
−η−b1

c1
)2
+ a2 e

(
−η−b2

c2
)2
+ a3 e

(
−η−b3

c3
)2
+ a4 e

(
−η−b4

c4
)2
+ a5 e

(
−η−b5

c5
)2
, η < 1

0 , else,

where the parameters were found according to the values in tab. 3.5.

Parameter a1 a2 a3 a4 a5

Value [kg m/s2] −1.265e+ 12 −0.9263 51.89 11.32 12.11

Parameter b1 b2 b3 b4 b5

Value [-] 19.4 0.6161 0.6589 0.4527 0.3976

Parameter c1 c2 c3 c4 c5

Value [-] 3.579 0.0391 0.2072 0.06709 0.04703

Table 3.5: Gaussian fit parameter settings for horizontal contact force.

The direct comparison between the Kelvin-Voigt and the Gaussian function model for

the horizontal force is illustrated in fig. 3.17. Again, the Gaussian model provides

an almost perfect fit, which can also be seen in the graph of measured and gaussian

modeled horizontal force over time in appendix D (fig. 5).
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Figure 3.17: Horizontal contact force Fbx as a percentage of body weight w.r.t. dis-

placement ratio η: Comparison between Kelvin-Voigt (red dashed line) and Gaussian

model (green dashed line) with regard to mean measured force (gray line) and standard

deviation interval (gray area).

3.2.4.3 Discussion of buttocks force models

The contact force between chair and buttocks was measured and modeled in two dif-

ferent ways, with a Kelvin-Voigt model and a Gaussian function model:

The visco-hyperelastic Kelvin-Voigt model provides a possibility of representing but-

tocks forces through a spring-damper-element of type Mooney-Rivlin. This has a phys-

ical meaning in a sense that it can be interpreted as a mechanical model of expressing

the buttocks tissue deformation behavior. However, it provides only vague approxima-

tions at best and, to some extend, they even lie outside the standard deviation area

w.r.t. the experiment data (see fig. 3.16). Furthermore, the Kelvin-Voigt model has to

be re-parameterized for subjects of considerably different mass.

The Gaussian function model provides plausible forces through a good fit and accu-

rately represents the data collected in the STS-experiments. Compared to the Kelvin-

Voigt model, the modeled curves are much closer to the measurements for the consid-

ered test subject, although parameters have to be re-fitted as well, if test subjects of

different mass are of interest. The Gaussian function model provides a mathematical

modeling approach, which is valid within the context of simulations on a purely math-

ematical computer basis, even though it does not provide a physical interpretation at

this point. Since it is important to replicate reality in an accurate manner for simu-

lation purposes, the Gaussian function model is utilized within the direct dynamics of

the STS motion prediction in this thesis.
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4 Operational space formulation and control

4.1 Operational space dynamic model

In case of a non-redundant manipulator the dynamic model can be determined us-

ing the Lagrange formulation with operational space variables, since these variables

provide a set of generalized coordinates, so that the system motion can be described

completely. For a redundant manipulator, a set of independent operational coordinates

describing the end-effector’s location and orientation is not enough to fully depict the

manipulator’s configuration since the operational variables do not constitute a com-

plete set of generalized coordinates for the description of the entire system dynamics

[107, 40]. Hence the complete dynamic behavior of the redundant system cannot be

described by a dynamic model in operational space, as internal motions of the struc-

ture can occur without altering the end-effector’s pose. Yet, the end-effector’s dynamic

behavior can still be constituted by establishing its equations of motion in operational

space. A general approach based on the universal dynamic model in joint space (here

without the consideration of external forces for reasons of simplicity) applies to both

non-redundant as well as redundant manipulators [107] and will be shown hereafter.

Solving eq. (2.14) for the joint accelerations yields

q̈ = −A−1(q) b(q̇, q) + A−1(q) g(q) + A−1(q) JT (q)F (4.1)

with the simple force transformation of the operational forces F that are produced by

submitting the manipulator to the corresponding joint forces (see fig. 2.4 in section

2.2.3)

Γ = J
T (q)F .

Inserting eq. (4.1) in the second-order differential kinematics equation (2.3) results in

ẍ = − JA−1 b + JA−1 g + JA−1
J
T F + J̇ q̇ (4.2)

where functional dependencies are left out for conciseness. The operational forces then

are
(
JA−1

J
T
)−1

ẍ+
(
JA−1

J
T
)−1

JA−1b−
(
JA−1

J
T
)−1

J̇q̇−
(
JA−1

J
T
)−1

JA−1g = F . (4.3)

This leads to the operational space dynamic model in the notation according to Khatib

[39, 40, 49, 52]:
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Λr(q)ẍ+ µr(q, q̇)− pr(q) = F (4.4)

with

Λr(q) =
(
J(q)A−1(q) JT (q)

)−1
, (4.5)

µr(q, q̇) = Λr(q) J(q)A
−1(q) b(q, q̇)−Λr(q) J̇(q, q̇)q̇ , (4.6)

pr(q) = Λr(q) J(q)A
−1(q) g(q) . (4.7)

Eq. (4.4) describes the dynamic response of the end-effector to the application of an

operational force F . The equations of motion in operational space are formally analo-

gous to the equations of motion in joint space. Λr(q) can be considered to be a pseudo

kinetic energy matrix which is symmetric, positive definite and of dimension m ×m,

similar to matrix A(q). The centrifugal, gyroscopic and Coriolis forces acting on the

end-effector are represented by µr(q, q̇), and pr(q) are the gravitational forces. It is

worth mentioning that the matrix JA−1
J
T is only invertible if J has full-rank, thus

the manipulator configuration has to be non-singular.

In a non-singular configuration of a non-redundant manipulator, the expressions eq.

(4.5) to eq. (4.7) simplify to:

Λ(q) = J(q)−T
A(q) J(q)−1 , (4.8)

µ(q, q̇) = J(q)−T
b(q, q̇)−Λ(q) J̇(q, q̇)q̇ , (4.9)

p(q) = J(q)−T
g(q) . (4.10)

According to Khatib [42, 43], the operational space formulation provides a means of

dealing with kinematic singularities. In the neighborhood of singularities the manip-

ulator can be treated as redundant w.r.t. the motion of the end-effector within the

subspace of operational space orthogonal to the singular direction. This approach,

however, is not pursued in this thesis, since the four-link planar model is by definition

redundant.

4.2 Direct dynamics in operational space

With regard to the operational space, the direct dynamics problem refers to the cal-

culation of the end-effector motion in terms of ẍ(t), ẋ(t) and x(t) on the basis of

given joint torques Γ(t). However, eq. (4.4) cannot be utilized directly since eq. (2.16)

only has a solution if Γ(t) ∈ R(JT ) (see figure 2.4). That is why the solution to the

problem is typically gathered in joint space through eq. (2.14) in order to obtain q, q̇
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and q̈, whereas x, ẋ and ẍ respectively are then calculated with the direct kinematics

equations.

4.3 Inverse dynamics in operational space

The inverse dynamic problem in operational space consists of the resolution of the

joint torques Γ(t) that are needed to achieve desired end-effector motions specified by

xdes(t), ẋdes(t) and ẍdes(t). There exist two solution approaches that take redundancy

resolution into account. One solves redundancy resolution at dynamic level as in [107]

or in Khatib’s original formulation, where the joint torques can be computed by the

general solution:

Γ = J
T (q)F + [I − J

T (q)J̄T (q)]Γ0 , (4.11)

where I is the n × n identity matrix and Γ0 is a vector of arbitrary joint torques.

J̄(q) represents the right pseudo-inverse of the Jacobian matrix that is weighted by the

inertia matrix:

J̄ = A−1
J
T
(
JA−1

J
T
)−1

(4.12)

and, physically speaking, minimizes the instantaneous kinetic energy of the system.

As the projector matrix P in the null space of J was chosen according to eq. (2.13),

the choice of the generalized pseudo-inverse in this case is bound to be J̄ in order to

be consistent with the dynamic equations of the manipulator and end-effector [42]. As

discussed by Khatib, the inertia weighted generalized inverse is the only pseudo-inverse

that is dynamically consistent with the task in that no additional end-effector acceler-

ation occurs for any Γ0. A derivation of these circumstances can be seen in appendix

E. In analogy to eq. (2.12), the torques in eq. (4.11) are classified by a minimum-norm

term and a homogeneous solution. The minimum-norm term corresponds to forces act-

ing at the end-effector with F used as the control vector. The homogeneous solution

contains joint torques that act along directions of the null space, and thus do not affect

the resulting forces reflected at the end-effector, since only the internal joint motions

are controlled by the selection of Γ0.

Minimizing the system’s kinetic energy makes sense for applications in the field of

robotics. However, in biomechanics it does not necessary apply to every human action.

Finding the fundamental objective that is processed by the neural system and that

underlies a specific motion comprises an optimization problem in itself and is solved

in operational space control by the choice of a suitable pseudo-inverse of the Jacobian
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matrix J
†. A strategy, that does not restrict the choice of the pseudo-inverse, solves

redundancy resolution at kinematic level. Here, the corresponding inverse kinematics

problem, which is embedded in the feedback loop of the control scheme, is resolved

first to determine the joint variables, on the basis of which the required torques can be

computed with the inverse dynamics model (eq. (2.14)) in joint space. Such a solution

approach is utilized for the STS motion generation and will be presented in the next

section.

4.4 Operational space control method

To solve the direct dynamics problem in joint space, an inverse dynamics control in

operational space is utilized as shown in fig. 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Block scheme of inverse dynamics control in operational space, inspired by

[107].

The operational space control method relies on the specification of the desired end-

effector motion regarding operational space variables xdes(t), ẋdes(t) and ẍdes(t) in order

for the end-effector to track an operational space trajectory. Starting from measured

joint space variables, the actual end-effector coordinates are calculated online through
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direct kinematics functions f(q) and J(q). The operational space error dynamics is

then computed with the motion control law in operational space

ẍ∗ = ẍdes +Ξ (ẋdes − ẋ) + K(xdes − x) (4.13)

as a function of the desired and the actual motion, where the end-effector position error

in fig. 4.1 is defined by xerror = xdes − x and the velocity error by ẋerror = ẋdes − ẋ,

respectively. Ξ and K describe positive definite and diagonal gain matrices, that

determine the error convergence rate to zero. The control law characterizes a feedback

loop where coordinate transformations replace trajectory inversion, as opposed to joint

space control schemes [107].

In this thesis, a redundancy handling technique is embedded within the inverse kine-

matics at acceleration level. Analogous to the approach described in section 2.1.2.1,

solving eq. (2.3) for q̈ in case of a redundant manipulator yields

q̈ = J
†(ẍ − J̇ q̇) + q̈corr (4.14)

with a general pseudo-inverse of the Jacobian J
†, that complies with J J

† = I, and a

correction term q̈corr that fulfills

J q̈corr = 0 .

This way, q̈corr lies within the null space of J(q). Thus, q̈corr is considered a redundancy

resolution term that affects manipulator posture without altering end-effector motion.

In order to influence the posture within the null space, a specific input γ is inserted

into the correction term. The choice of γ and q̈corr for this thesis will be illustrated in

detail below.

Inserting eq. (4.13) in eq. (4.14), where the desired end-effector motion ẍ∗ serves as

the control input of the decoupled end-effector, gives the general description of desired

joint accelerations that are necessary for the manipulator to track a predefined end-

effector trajectory. The equation can be partitioned in a control part and a correction

part:

q̈∗ = J
†(ẍ∗ − J̇ q̇)︸ ︷︷ ︸
control part

q̈contr

+ q̈corr︸︷︷︸
correction part

with J q̈corr
!
=0

. (4.15)

Ultimately, based on the desired joint motion the corresponding joint torques Γ are

generated using the inverse dynamics model in joint space.
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Choice of correction part q̈corr and projector matrix P

Analogous to eq. (2.12), the correction part is of the form

q̈corr = P q̈any . (4.16)

The projector matrix P can have any form, as long as it projects onto the null space

of J so that the conditions J q̈corr = 0 and R(P ) ≡ N (J) are fulfilled, as mentioned

earlier in chapter 2.1.1.3.

In this thesis, the projector matrix is chosen to be

P = N(J)N(J)T , (4.17)

where N(J) = [n1 n2 . . . ns] , with ni ∈ R
n, 1 ≤ i ≤ s ∈ N, is a set of orthonormal

basis vectors for the null space of J. Since N(J) is dependent on J, it does not have

the full dimension in the degenerate case. The linear combination N(J)N(J)T within

the null space of J artificially inflates the dimension and provides the necessary square

matrix of dimension n× n in order to fulfill:

q̈corr = N(J)N(J)T q̈any , (4.18)

where q̈any is disassembled by P in the directions of the unit vectors ni. Thereby, q̈corr

contains as much as possible of q̈any, since only those parts of q̈any get blocked out

that are not displayable in the basis of the null space of the Jacobian matrix. This

definition of P represents an alternate way of projecting the vector of arbitrary joint

accelerations in the null space of the Jacobian (compare eq. (2.13) at velocity level) so

as to comply with the primary constraint. Furthermore, the representation method is

independent of the choice of the pseudo-inverse of the Jacobian.

Task and posture decomposition

Eq. (4.15) allows for a decomposition of the total joint acceleration into two dynamically

decoupled vectors, that are the acceleration which corresponds to the commanded end-

effector performance, termed the task, and the acceleration that projects into the null

space of the task and only affects postural behavior, which is referred to as the posture

or subtask.

The task control (index t)

ẍt
∗ = ẍtdes +Ξt (ẋtdes − ẋt) + Kt (xtdes − xt) (4.19)
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put in eq. (4.14) yields

q̈t
∗ = Jt

† (ẍt
∗ − J̇t q̇)︸ ︷︷ ︸

q̈tcontr

+N(Jt)N(Jt)
T q̈any (4.20)

with J
†
t being the pseudo-inverse of the task Jacobian J

† and N(Jt) equal to the or-

thonormal basis of the null space of the task Jacobian Jt. The remaining freedom of

the internal motion can now be assigned to various criteria related to the manipula-

tor posture [54]. Therefore, q̈any is chosen as to characterize a desired postural joint

motion.

So, for the posture control (index p), the same idea of control

ẍp
∗ = ẍpdes + Ξp(ẋpdes − ẋp) + Kp(xpdes − xp) (4.21)

regarding a predefined secondary task behavior is inserted in eq. (4.14), yielding

q̈p
∗ = Jp

† (ẍp
∗ − J̇p q̇) . (4.22)

Here, Jp refers to the posture Jacobian which can be considered a secondary task with

a different operational point of another end-effector in order to control manipulator

posture.

In order to compensate for an acceleration induced by the task in the posture space,

one can choose

q̈any ≡ q̈p
∗ − q̈tcontr

(4.23)

similar to Khatib et al. in [54]. Then the overall control law becomes

q̈t
∗ = Jt

† (ẍt
∗ − J̇t q̇)︸ ︷︷ ︸
q̈task

+ N(Jt)N(Jt)
T (q̈p

∗ − q̈tcontr
)︸ ︷︷ ︸

q̈posture

. (4.24)

This way, a task prioritization is achieved, where the posture goal is attained as long

as it does not conflict with the primary task. In general, the approach can be extended

by multiple subtasks to be controlled.

Finally, at force level the control generalized forces submit to

Γ = Aq̈tcontr
+ b − g − Q︸ ︷︷ ︸
Γtask

+ AN(Jt)N(Jt)
T (q̈p

∗ − q̈tcontr
)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Γposture

. (4.25)

This decomposition of the overall control of a mechanism into dynamically decoupled

task behavior and posture behavior was introduced by Brock and Khatib at force level
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[5]. For reasons of comparison, the formulation is shown below:

Γ = J
T (q)F︸ ︷︷ ︸
Γtask

+ [ I − J
T (q)J̄T (q) ]Γdesposture︸ ︷︷ ︸

Γposture

. (4.26)

According to the authors, the dynamically consistent pseudo-inverse J̄ (see eq. (4.12))

is used to minimize the manipulator’s instantaneous kinetic energy, as in eq. (4.11).

The desired posture torque is introduced by Γdesposture , which, projected into the null

space, yields the posture torque Γposture that is applied to the manipulator and con-

sequently does not interfere with the task dynamics. In general this approach can be

extended by other posture related torques like obstacle avoidance and constraint satis-

faction performed in the null space of the task as to guarantee task-consistent behavior.

However, the integration of task execution, obstacle avoidance and posture behavior

generally can only be realized as long as the torques that are mapped into the null

space produce sufficient motion to achieve the desired overall behavior [5, 50, 105].

4.5 Application to quadruple pendulum model performing STS

motion

The control method presented above was applied to the quadruple pendulum through

eq. (4.24). The aforementioned control instances, considering the primary task and a

subtask that is to be controlled in the posture space, are described as follows.

4.5.1 Task definition for STS motion

The primary task refers to the desired end-effector motion described as the model’s

head trajectory (cf. fig. 4.2), i.e. the path with specified velocities and accelerations at

each point. The time sequence of these variables is to be followed and given as input

to the control method.

If all three possible command variables for the end-effector position and orientation of

the model in the sagittal plane are specified, i.e. the end-effector positions xtdes , ytdes
of the origin of Ke w.r.t. the base frame K0 and orientation ϕtdes of Ke as well as cor-

responding velocities ẋtdes , ẏtdes , ϕ̇tdes and accelerations ẍtdes , ÿtdes , ϕ̈tdes , then the control

law is:
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ẍ∗t

ÿ∗t

ϕ̈∗
t


 =



ẍtdes
ÿtdes
ϕ̈tdes


+



ξ1 0 0

0 ξ2 0

0 0 ξ3


 ·



ẋtdes − ẋt

ẏtdes − ẏt

ϕ̇tdes − ϕ̇t


 +



k1 0 0

0 k2 0

0 0 k3


 ·



xtdes − xt

ytdes − yt

ϕtdes − ϕt


 . (4.27)

In eq. (4.27), xt, yt, and ϕt as well as ẋt, ẏt and ϕ̇t describe the actual end-effector

position and orientation w.r.t. the base frame K0 as well as corresponding velocities,

respectively. The position gain factor k1 refers to the end-effector x-position error,

k2 refers to the position gain in corresponding y-direction and k3 is the gain factor

that relates to the end-effector orientation error. Same references apply to the velocity

gains ξ1, ξ2 and ξ3 at velocity level. In total, six gain factors have to be defined for

the direct dynamics of the STS-task behavior. The input in terms of end-effector

kinematics was computed based on the model geometry and joint angle data q, q̇ and

q̈ of a measurement.

y

x

K0

ϕ1

ϕ2

ϕ3

ϕ4

Ke

prescribed trajectory of Ke

Figure 4.2: Quadruple pendulum model with schematic end-effector trajectory.
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First, as in Khatib [43, 49], the pseudo-inverse for the task was chosen to be the inertia

weighted generalized inverse:

Jt
† = A−1

Jt
T
(
Jt A

−1
Jt

T
)−1

. (4.28)

In order to test the effect of choosing a different pseudo-inverse, a general weighted

pseudo-inverse

Jt
† = W−1

Jt
T (Jt W

−1
Jt

T )−1 , (4.29)

that locally minimizes the norm of weighted joint accelerations was tested as well for a

bandwidth of different values and combinations of the diagonal entries of the symmetric

positive definite weighting matrix W of dimension n× n. As it turned out for values

specified close to zero up to 1.0e4, the weighting does not seem to have any influence

within task control and the choice between eq. (4.28) and eq. (4.29) does not yield

any differences in the simulation results of the STS motion. That is why the inertia

weighted pseudo-inverse of eq. (4.28) was chosen for the task control. Instead, the

accuracy of simulation results in terms of following the desired end-effector trajectory

is greatly influenced by the choice of the gain factors ki, ξi for the task control.

4.5.2 Posture definition for STS motion

In order for the redundant manipulator to perform the STS motion under biomechanical

constraints, the angular acceleration of the foot ϕ̈∗
p was chosen as the posture control.

With the aim of regulating the model through as few predefined guidelines as possible,

only the foot orientation ϕpdes of the standing model was used as a constant input

variable. The foot center of mass position then becomes redundant to pass as an

input. Since the foot should not move any more in stable standing, desired angular

velocity ϕ̇pdes and acceleration ϕ̈pdes of the foot were set to zero. The control law for

the posture was then reduced from its general matrix form to a scalar:


ẍ∗p

ÿ∗p

ϕ̈∗
p


 =



ẍpdes
ÿpdes
ϕ̈pdes


 +



ξp1 0 0

0 ξp2 0

0 0 ξp3


 ·



ẋpdes − ẋp

ẏpdes − ẏp

ϕ̇pdes − ϕ̇p


 +



kp1 0 0

0 kp2 0

0 0 kp3


 ·



xpdes − xp

ypdes − yp

ϕpdes − ϕp




⇔



0

0

ϕ̈∗
p


 =



0

0

0


 +



ξp1 0 0

0 ξp2 0

0 0 ξp3


 ·




0

0

0− ϕ̇p


 +



kp1 0 0

0 kp2 0

0 0 kp3


 ·




0

0

ϕpdes − ϕp




⇔ ϕ̈∗
p = −ξp3ϕ̇p + kp3(ϕpdes − ϕp) . (4.30)
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This way, only the two gain factors ξp3 = ξposture and kp3 = kposture have to be defined for

the posture direct dynamics. The constant value for ϕpdes was taken from measurement

data.

For the posture control, three different pseudo-inverses of the postural Jacobian matrix

were tested. Those are

(a) the inertia weighted pseudo-inverse:

Jp
† = A−1

Jp
T
(
Jp A

−1
Jp

T
)−1

(4.31)

(b) the weighted pseudo-inverse, that results in locally minimizing the norm of weighted

joint accelerations:

Jp
† = W−1

Jp
T (Jp W

−1
Jp

T )−1 , (4.32)

(c) and a general pseudo-inverse with tuned entries under the condition that

Jp Jp
† = I . (4.33)

Since the Jacobian matrix

Jp =
[
1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

]
(4.34)

only addresses the foot orientation ϕ1, the pseudo-inverses are naturally reduced to a

4 × 1 vector. Furthermore, due to the specific Jacobian matrix of the posture space

(eq. (4.34)), the weighted pseudo-inverse in eq. (4.32) is simplified to non weighted

Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse Jp
† = Jp

T (JpJp
T )−1, where Jp

† =
[
1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

]T
.

4.5.3 Direct dynamics integration

The direct dynamics was based on integrating an initial value problem. The MATLAB

routine ode45 was utilized to solve the differential equations numerically over a period

of time on the basis of predefined initial conditions. The solver is based on an explicit

single-step Runge-Kutta(4,5) algorithm, aka the Dormand-Prince pair [82]. The initial

state of the system in terms of joint angles q(t0) and angular velocities q̇(t0) were taken

from the measurement. The integration time interval was defined as 0.0 s to 7.0 s with

a step size of 1ms. Further integration options were defined as RelTol = 10−5 and

AbsTol = 10−9, while all other options were left to their default settings. The output

is the STS motion in the form of a matrix of values for q and q̇ corresponding to the

predefined times specified in the vector of the integration time interval.
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5 Simulation results

The simulation results presented in this thesis refer to an experimental STS trial where

the arms are crossed over the chest and the upper body remains one entity. Based on the

measurement data, the inverse dynamics was calculated for the quadruple pendulum

model as a reference to the predictions.

The control scheme of fig. 4.1 was adapted to the specific motion, decomposed in task

and posture control. Therefore, q̈corr was replaced by q̈posture that was introduced in

eq. (4.24):

q̈posture = N(Jt)N(Jt)
T (Jp

† (ẍp
∗ − J̇p q̇) − Jt

† (ẍt
∗ − J̇t q̇)) . (5.1)

On posture level, ϕpdes represents the only input from outside that is applied to the

posture control law ẍp
∗ of eq. (4.21) yielding eq. (4.30), by which values for two postural

gain factors are determined, as described in chapter 4. As such, ϕpdes now replaces γ.

Omitting to introduce block elements for the gain factors, the projector matrix, the

postural Jacobian matrix, its pseudo-inverse and derivative as well as dispensing with

internal dependencies due to reasons relating to complexity, fig. 5.1 shows the overall

operational space control method for the STS motion generation.
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Figure 5.1: Block scheme of inverse dynamics control in operational space used for STS

motion generation.

Based on this control scheme, two different simulation strategies were pursued:

First, the full set of command variables for the task xtdes , ytdes and ϕtdes along with

the corresponding velocities and accelerations were given as input. The resulting task

Jacobian Jt1 for the quadruple pendulum model in this approach one was defined as

Jt1 =



l1 cos(ϕ1) l2 cos(ϕ2) l3 cos(ϕ3) l4 cos(ϕ4)

l1 sin(ϕ1) l2 sin(ϕ2) l3 sin(ϕ3) l4 sin(ϕ4)

0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0


 . (5.2)

As aforementioned, the inertia-weighted Jacobian matrix Jt
† was used for the task (eq.

(4.28)). For the posture control, the foot orientation ϕpdes of the standing model with

no angular velocity or acceleration was applied as a constant input. As far as the

matrix Jp
† is concerned, the inertia-weighted pseudo-inverse, the joint accelerations

minimizing pseudo-inverse as well as a general pseudo-inverse were tested (cf. section

4.5.2). The direct dynamics then leads to the motion of the model which is ideally

supposed to be as close as possible to the solution of the inverse dynamics reference

motion. An overview of this approach is given in fig. 5.2. Control parameter settings

and simulation results are shown in section 5.1.
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In view of reducing the number of command variables in order to have as few predefined

values as possible, subsequently only ytdes and ϕtdes and corresponding velocities as well

as accelerations were regarded as input to the control method on task level (cf. fig.

5.2). The relevant task Jacobian Jt2 of approach two then was

Jt2 =

[
l1 sin(ϕ1) l2 sin(ϕ2) l3 sin(ϕ3) l4 sin(ϕ4)

0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0

]
. (5.3)

The definition of the pseudo-inverse of the task Jacobian plus the posture control of the

standing foot orientation remained the same. Again, the aforementioned three different

posture Jacobian pseudo-inverses were tested against each other. Relevant simulation

settings and results are illustrated in section 5.2.
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]

Figure 5.2: Overview of two control approaches using different sets of input variables

within task and posture control.
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5.1 Approach one: command variables xtdes, ytdes and ϕtdes

For control approach one, six control parameters for the task as well as two control

parameters for the posture are necessary in order to entirely control end-effector motion

behavior through a full set of command variables in terms of xtdes , ytdes and ϕtdes . The

parameter settings chosen for the gain factors ki, ξi within the task control of STS

motion prediction as well as the gain factors kposture and ξposture of the posture control

are shown in tab. 5.1.

Parameter Value

k1 50.0

k2 50.0

k3 50.0

ξ1 20.0

ξ2 20.0

ξ3 20.0

kposture 100.0

ξposture 70.0

Table 5.1: Parameter settings for the entire control of end-effector motion behavior.

For reasons of comparability, posture gain factor settings kposture and ξposture remain

the same throughout the testing of various pseudo-inverses of the Jacobian matrix

w.r.t. the posture control. With regard to the joint angle trajectories, the results of

varying the pseudo-inverses are illustrated in fig. 5.3 for the hip, knee, ankle and toe

joint angle, respectively. The joint angle time series of the measurement is depicted in

gray. In order to see the effect of posture control within the direct dynamics control

in general, the forward simulation was first run without any posture control (dotted

lines). Then the inertia weighted pseudo-inverse was employed (dot-dashed lines),

followed by the weighted pseudo-inverse (dashed lines) and a general pseudo-inverse

(solid green lines). For the general pseudo-inverse, parameters were tuned to be Jp
† =[

1.0 −0.1 0.1 0.0
]T

. This parameter set provides good results in comparison to

inverse dynamics joint angle values as well as angular velocities and accelerations with

regard to the avoidance of singularities. For the sake of clarity, the display of angular

rates is dispensed with in the context of posture control variations. Corresponding

angular errors w.r.t. reference data is shown on the right side of the graphic.
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Figure 5.3: Joint angle trajectories in the context of employing various pseudo-inverses

of the postural Jacobian matrix.

As can be seen, employing any posture control at all has a strong impact on manipulator

free motion. No posture control leads to extreme deviations compared to human motion

paths. The inertia weighted pseudo-inverse at posture level provides the best results

in the sense of the lowest error w.r.t. the reference angular values. With this choice

of postural control in mind, approach one is ultimately based on the input variables

shown in fig. 5.4 and all following simulation results relate to it.
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Figure 5.4: Approach one: Input data definition and desired outcome.

The joint angles and angular rates with corresponding errors between the direct and

inverse dynamics values are illustrated in fig. 5.5 from left to right. From top to bottom,

hip, knee, ankle and toe joint are outlined, respectively.
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Figure 5.5: Time series of joint angles, angular velocities and angular accelerations

of reference data (ref.) and direct dynamics computations (dir.) with corresponding

errors.
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As fig. 5.5 shows, a very accurate match of all trajectories with total angular errors

of only 2 deg was achieved. Discrepancies in joint velocities lie at maximum 17 deg/s,

whereas larger variances exist on acceleration level with 114 deg/s2.

The simulation results for the actual end-effector position, velocity and acceleration

in x- and y-direction over time are shown in fig. 5.6. Respective errors present the

deviations between desired and controlled end-effector trajectories.
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Figure 5.6: End-effector position, velocity, acceleration and corresponding errors w.r.t.

actual and desired trajectories.

With a deviation factor of 10−3m the end-effector follows the target trajectory very

precisely with a maximum discrepancy of 4mm. At velocity level, the end-effector

tracks the target velocity accurately up to 16mm/s. At acceleration level, the biggest

error arises with 0.34m/s2. It is worth mentioning that, since the end-effector is

following desired trajectories on a control level, a small time delay in reaching a desired

value is not surprising. A vertical error computation w.r.t. time therefore might seem

big although the actual desired value was indeed attained milliseconds later.

Desired end-effector orientation ϕtdes and actual orientation ϕ through simulation is
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demonstrated in fig. 5.7. Again, end-effector orientation as well as angular velocity

and acceleration are depicted on the left side, whereas according errors are shown on

the right side. One can see that orientation errors are kept to a minimum with a range

less than 0.3 deg. Angular velocity errors are less than 1.5 deg/s, angular acceleration

errors less than 31 deg/s2.
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Figure 5.7: End-effector orientation, angular velocity, angular acceleration and corre-

sponding errors w.r.t. actual and desired trajectories.

The joint torques of the biomechanical model with regard to hip extension, knee ex-

tension, ankle dorsiflexion and virtual toe joint variation w.r.t. time are outlined in fig.

5.8. The torques are shown for each individual joint of one side of the body. Within the

inverse dynamics calculations, both the measured (orange lines) as well as the modeled

(gray dashed lines) contact forces between chair and buttocks were implemented in or-

der to show their differences within the application of a specific measurement. Direct

dynamics simulation results are based on the modeled buttocks forces (purple dashed

lines).
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Figure 5.8: Joint torques regarding hip extension, knee extension, ankle dorsiflexion

and virtual toe joint motion.

The virtual toe joint torque refers to the model based computed torque at the bottom

joint of link l1 and will be referred to as Γvirtual (see fig. 5.9). Due to the moving point

of force application (distance r) w.r.t. the measured ground reaction forces Fmx and

Fmy of the actual human STS motion in comparison to the modeled ground reaction

forces Fx and Fy, the virtual toe joint torque Γvirtual is not identical to the actually

occurring joint torque Γtoe.
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Figure 5.9: Discrepancy between measured and model based ground reaction forces.

In order to compute Γtoe based on the simulation results Γvirtual for the virtual toe joint,

this variable is post processed within the inverse dynamics calculations and converted

based on the measurement data:

Γtoe = Γvirtual + r · Fmy . (5.4)

The post processed toe joint torque Γtoe is portrayed in black dotted lines within the

bottom plot of fig. 5.8 and represents the more realistic joint torque at the toe as a

new reference. The simulation based toe joint torque, however, will always try to track

Γvirtual as a logical consequence to the model setup. This has to be kept in mind, but

it is not further relevant to the simulation results regarding ankle, knee and hip joint

torques.

On an inverse dynamics level, the joint torques resulting through employing the Gaus-

sian function model for the buttocks contact forces (see chapter 3.2.4.2) are relatively

close to those resulting through employing the measured contact forces. Since the

Gaussian function model for the buttocks forces is based on mean values of five indi-

vidual measurements, a small discrepancy between both inverse dynamics applications

was to be expected for the utilization in one specific measurement. The error between

both inverse dynamics torques can be seen as e1 (orange lines) in fig. 5.10 for each

the hip, the knee, the ankle and the virtual toe joint torque in time. The deviation of

the simulated torques w.r.t. the inverse dynamics calculations based on the modeled

buttocks forces are shown as e2 (gray dot-dashed lines), and the one w.r.t. the inverse

dynamics calculations based on the measured buttocks forces are depicted as e3 (purple

dashed lines).
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Figure 5.10: Joint torque errors: e1 is the error between the inverse dynamics joint

torques based on measured buttocks forces and based on modeled buttocks forces; e2 is

the error between the simulated torques and the torques resulting from inverse dynam-

ics calculations with modeled buttocks forces; e3 is the error between the simulated

torques and the torques resulting from inverse dynamics calculations with measured

buttocks forces.

The graphs in figures 5.8 and 5.10 show that the employment of the Gaussian func-

tion for the buttocks forces within the biomechanical model only matter for the knee

torque up to a difference of 22Nm w.r.t. the employment of the measured buttocks

forces within the inverse dynamics model (cf. error e1), of course only until the mo-

ment of seat-off, when the forces vanish anyway. For the ankle and virtual toe torque

lower errors occur with 5.5Nm and 4Nm, respectively, whereas for the hip torque no

difference exists. Since the modeled buttocks forces are a part of the biomechanical

model, the inverse dynamics calculations based on this model form the reference for

comparing the simulation results to. As can be seen from error e2, non-conformance

between simulated and calculated torques are kept to a minimum. The absolute maxi-

mum error occurs within the hip torque with 5Nm. As a result of deviations e1 and e2,

the variance between simulated torques and calculated torques based on the measured
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buttocks forces (cf. error e3) is naturally the largest.

As far as joint torque values are concerned, initial torques are almost zero due to the

supporting chair contact forces in the sitting position. Joint torques then build up to

peak torques with values for the hip of about 90Nm, for the knee of approximately

67Nm and for the ankle of 37Nm. Joint torque values in stable stance are −6Nm

regarding the hip, −12Nm for the knee and 6Nm at the ankle.

Compared to Ozsoy and Yang [84], torque curves are similar with regard to their shapes.

Peak torque values, however, are higher, since Ozsoy and Yang refer to 32.25Nm

for the hip extension, 46.63Nm for the knee extension and 16.10Nm for the ankle

plantar flexion when converted to the model’s anthropometry used in this thesis. The

differences in torque peaks might result through differences in joint strength restriction,

in model dimension setup and in the definition of the initial configuration: First of

all, Ozsoy and Yang employ joint torque limit constraints and joint strengths that

regulate the maximum occurring joint torque values. Although the chair without arm

and back support and of the same height as used in this thesis seems to be equal, a

three-dimensional model in constrained optimization simulations of unassisted STS for

five male and five female healthy young virtual subjects with a mean mass of 66.6 kg

and a mean height of 1.71m is used, showing significantly bigger subject dimensions.

Second of all, Ozoy and Yangs’ initial angle for the hip is 180.0 deg, for the knee is

261.15 deg and for the ankle is 155.7 deg, according to angle conversions w.r.t. the

model definition of this thesis and as a mean value of right and left side. In this thesis,

the initial configuration is defined as 184.6103 deg for the hip joint angle, 254.7995 deg

for the knee and 170.4704 deg for the ankle. The qualitative curve progression of the

presented simulation torque results are similar to those presented in Norman-Gerum

[81] as well. Still, Norman-Gerum’s peak values are lower with roughly 35Nm for the

hip, 65Nm for the knee and 20Nm for the ankle joint torque. These values refer to

a healthy female subject of unknown anthropometric data represented as a three-link

planar model with modeled buttocks forces through a one-dimensional Kelvin-Voigt

element added to the HAT. Predictions are performed for STS transitions from an

armless and backless chair of 0.46m height. However, the presented peak joint torques

lie within the limits of literature values for joint torque strengths reported in Schultz et

al. [102]. Joint torque values for healthy young females per body side are reported to

be 126Nm for the hip extension, between 160Nm and 183Nm for the knee extension

and between 44Nm and 49Nm for the ankle dorsiflexion. The simulated joint torques

presented in this thesis are therefore notably smaller than the minimal available joint

torques.
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Toe joint torques are not comparable to literature since most authors use biomechanical

models that do not regard the toe joint in particular.

Discussion

Applying the operational space control method presented in chapter 4.4 with all possi-

ble command variables for the end-effector in the sagittal plane provides a good means

of predicting STS motion in real-time. Not only the task itself, i.e. the attainment

of the end-effector trajectory, but also human posture during the STS motion is ac-

curately achieved through posture control regarding the foot orientation. Merely 42

seconds of computation time was needed for the forward dynamics computation on

a processor Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-6700K CPU @ 4.00GHz with MATLAB routine set-

tings as described in section 4.5.3, and 46 seconds for the complete inverse and direct

dynamics calculations. The simulation is shown as a series of snapshots in fig. 5.11.

Figure 5.11: Simulation sequence of STS motion using a full set of command variables

within the operational space control framework.

Hip, knee and ankle variables are in good agreement with measured joint angles. This

already provides a meaningful comparison which is why a comparison of joint angle

trajectories to the literature was omitted.

Conformance between simulated and calculated joint torques is very high as well. Qual-

itative curve progressions comply with literature torque curves for STS motions. The

occurring differences in peak torque values compared to values reported in the litera-

ture can have several reasons: experimental studies show that each factor such as foot

location during seat-off, chair height, muscle strength, speed, age etc. has an impact

on the joint coordination strategy of a STS transition [84]. A comparison to simulation

results of other authors, therefore, is only reasonable for similar STS task and model

conditions. However, according to literature [81, 84, 102] knee extension torques are

usually the largest, whereas in this thesis the hip torque is larger than the knee torque.

This discrepancy with regard to the literature remains an open question at this point,
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since simulation values are in accordance with measurement data.

A major contribution of this work constitutes the realistic reproduction of the foot

rocking that could be observed in the STS experiments (cf. toe angle curve in fig.

5.5). Through implementing both feet as one rigid link with an additional revolute

joint at the toe, the four-link model simulates the small movements of the feet of less

than 2 deg. The quadruple pendulum model in combination with the proposed control

method has therefore proven to be a simple but useful reflection of reality.

It is worth mentioning that simulations were run for the same model with a fixed ankle

to emulate a triple pendulum, that naturally becomes a non-redundant system where

the aforementioned posture control did not have to be applied. While the end-effector

was urged to follow the same head-trajectory as before under the same system con-

ditions and software settings with identical gain matrices and tolerances, the model

configuration during the STS motion did not comply well with reference data. This

can be seen in the simulation results of the triple pendulum shown in appendix F.

Ankle and knee joint angles deviate up to 8 deg w.r.t. reference angles. This reflects on

the corresponding joint torques, where errors between the direct and inverse dynam-

ics calculations based on the modeled buttocks contact forces arise. For the knee joint

torque maximum deviations of 9Nm occur, whereas for the ankle joint torque 10.5Nm

of discrepancies can be observed (errors e2 in fig. 10). End-effector position and orien-

tation, however, match the desired trajectories in the same manner as before, although

a slightly less accurate curve tracking on position level can be seen in comparison to the

simulation results for the quadruple pendulum. All in all, the four-link model provides

more accurate and thus more realistic results than the three-link model, in that small

movements of the feet help to compensate for the errors in the joint angles. This is

simply achieved through the postural control.

5.2 Approach two: command variables ytdes and ϕtdes

In order to control end-effector motion behavior through a reduced set of command

variables in terms of ytdes and ϕtdes as well as their velocities and accelerations, only

four control parameters for the task as well as two control parameters for the posture

are needed. The parameter settings chosen for this kind of STS motion prediction are

shown in tab. 5.2.
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Parameter Value

k2 30.0

k3 50.0

ξ2 15.0

ξ3 20.0

kposture 150.0

ξposture 140.0

Table 5.2: Parameter settings for a reduced set of command variables.

Hereinafter simulation results are presented. Plots follow the same pattern of design

and order as in section 5.1 and are not described in detail again.
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Figure 5.12: Joint angle trajectories in the context of employing various pseudo-inverses

of the postural Jacobian matrix with regard to a reduced set of command variables.

Employing a general pseudo-inverse Jp
† =

[
1.0 −0.3 0.1 0.0

]T
yields the best re-

sults in comparison to the kinetic-energy pseudo-inverse and the weighted pseudo-

inverse. Simulations were therefore performed using this general pseudo-inverse within
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the postural control framework (cf. fig. 5.13). The results are illustrated in figures 5.14

to 5.19.

2

measurement

predictionJt
† → inertia-weighted pseudo-inverse

foot orientation: ϕpdes

q, q̇, q̈,Γ

Jp
† → general pseudo-inverse

xtdes =

[
ytdes

ϕtdes

]
, ẋtdes =

[
ẏtdes

ϕ̇tdes

]
, ẍtdes =

[
ÿtdes

ϕ̈tdes

]

Figure 5.13: Approach two: Input data definition and desired outcome.
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Figure 5.14: Time series of joint angles, angular velocities and angular accelerations

of reference data (ref.) and direct dynamics computations (dir.) with corresponding

errors for a reduced set of command variables.
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Curve conformity of hip and knee angles as well as angular rates can be observed in

fig. 5.14. Approximately after seat-off, when the knee starts moving, the progression of

the angle of the ankle does not yield good results. The simulation fails in even getting

close to the measured joint angle peak and then overshoots the goal trajectory. As a

consequence, the toe angle overshoots its goal trajectory as well, the qualitative curve

progression, however, is similar to the desired one. Corresponding angular velocities

and accelerations of ankle and toe overstep measured trajectories as a result of more

rapid angular changes than it is the case in reality.
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Figure 5.15: End-effector position, velocity, acceleration and corresponding errors w.r.t.

actual and desired trajectories in the context of a reduced set of command variables.

Since ytdes is given as input, the simulated end-effector position, velocity and accelera-

tion in y-direction is accurately conform to the desired trajectory with only marginal

errors (cf. fig. 5.15). Desired end-effector x-position is tracked surprisingly well with

less than 9 cm of horizontal shift w.r.t. the simulated end-effector trajectory. Bigger

errors occur in x-direction with velocity and acceleration values of 0.21m/s and 1m/s2,

respectively.
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Figure 5.16: End-effector orientation, angular velocity, angular acceleration and corre-

sponding errors w.r.t. actual and desired trajectories in the context of a reduced set

of command variables.

Compared to the simulation results of employing a full set of command variables, same

end-effector orientation errors occur which are kept to a minimum (see fig. 5.16). This

was to be expected, since ϕtdes , again, is given as an input to the control method with

the same values for the corresponding gain factors k3 and ξ3.
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Figure 5.17: Joint torques regarding hip extension, knee extension, ankle dorsiflexion

and virtual toe joint motion in the context of a reduced set of command variables.

In fig. 5.17 it is shown that joint torques regarding hip and virtual toe match their

corresponding computed torques pretty precisely. Deviations exist for the knee joint

torque, though larger deviations occur in the curve shape of the ankle joint torque.

This correlates with the errors in angle, velocity and acceleration of the ankle joint

seen in fig. 5.14. In stable stand, hip, knee and virtual toe joint torque all comply

with their computed values very fast. Only the ankle joint torque slowly reaches the

requested value.
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Figure 5.18: Joint torque errors in the context of command variables ytdes and ϕtdes : e1

is the error between the inverse dynamics joint torques based on measured buttocks

forces and based on modeled buttocks forces; e2 is the error between the simulated

torques and the torques resulting from inverse dynamics calculations with modeled

buttocks forces; e3 is the error between the simulated torques and the torques resulting

from inverse dynamics calculations with measured buttocks forces.

Joint torque errors presented in fig. 5.18 validate aforementioned statements. Error e1

between the inverse dynamics joint torques based on measured and modeled buttocks

forces do not change, since the same measurement data were involved as reference. Er-

rors between simulated and computed torques based on the buttock model implemen-

tation (e2) are the highest for the ankle with torque deviations up to 24Nm followed

by knee joint errors of 17Nm. Hip torque errors, as before, stay within a range of

5Nm. Also virtual toe errors are similar with a peak height of 2.4Nm.

Discussion

STS motion prediction using operational space control with ytdes and ϕtdes as the re-

duced set of command variables yields results that fulfill task completion to the extend

that end-effector orientation and y-position is accurately met, but errors in x-direction
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occur. Fig. 5.19 shows the task trajectory in blue dashed lines, while the desired trajec-

tory is illustrated in yellow. Along with the smaller amplitude in x-direction compared

to the desired end-effector trajectory, the ankle appears to be stiff and then deflects

in opposite direction compared to experimental results. The stiff upwards movement

does not precisely match the healthy human STS motion that is used as reference

from measurement data, but still gives a good approximation. The torques match the

computed values pretty closely, only the ankle torque is too small compared to the

computed values. Furthermore, the computation time is even smaller than before with

only 33 seconds for the forward dynamics and 36 seconds for complete inverse and

direct dynamics evaluations on the same processor and for the same program settings

as before.

Figure 5.19: Simulation sequence of STS motion using a reduced set of command

variables within the operational space control framework.

Even though it is not clear at this point how the general pseudo-inverse of the Jacobian

matrix can be interpreted biomechanically, employing the general pseudo-inverse does

lead to the best results compared to the application of the inertia weighted pseudo-

inverse within the posture control.
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6 Comparison to an optimization-based motion

generation method

For validation purposes an optimization-based motion generation method (cf. chap-

ter 1.1) was implemented in Matlab, since it represents the most common approach

used nowadays in STS prediction. The dynamic optimization method based on the

PhD thesis from Valerie Theresa Norman-Gerum [81] with supervisor Prof. Dr. John

McPhee and external examiner Prof. Dr. Katja Mombaur was chosen for comparison,

as this method comprises one of the latest works from 2019 in the same field of research

with the inclusion of a buttocks model.

6.1 Optimization-based reference method

The iterative dynamic optimization method by Norman-Gerum [81] comprises a purely

predictive simulation of STS motion that requires minimal effort according to the

fundamental belief that natural, practiced motions are optimal in a sense that healthy

people prioritize mechanical efficiency. A planar three-link model, the so far most

comprehensive model in predicting STS, with arms crossed in front of the chest (cf.

fig. 6.1) is employed. Body segment dimensions and anthropometry describe a healthy

female based on general literature data without further information on the specifics.

A foot segment is added to the ankle joint and a buttocks model is added to the

upper body. The chair is assumed to be backless, armless, of steel construction and of

adjustable height.
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Figure 6.1: Schematic of the three-link sagittal plane model used by Norman-Gerum

[81].

The optimal control framework is composed of a parameter optimization problem where

the location of the hip joint center in X- and Y -direction relative to the ankle position

as well as the angle of inclination of the HAT represent the control parameters. Three

composite Bézier curves model the locations of the controls in time. These are smooth

parametric curves described by points of the form

p(u) =
n∑

i=0

pi

(
n

i

)
ui(1− u)n−i u ∈ [0, 1] , (6.1)

where n+ 1 is the number of two-dimensional control points pi of value and time,
(
n

i

)

are the binomial coefficients and u is a parametric coordinate analogous to a percentage

of motion. To transfer from u to time, u is multiplied by the final time. Fig. 6.2 shows

the initial Bézier curves regarding the HAT inclination, the hip height and the relative

anterior-posterior (AP) position of the hip. For still sitting, two control points (∗) of
the same value taken from literature parameterize the first half second of the desired

motion. The motion itself is initially parameterized by two control points of sitting

values and two control points of standing values each (◦) and spans 4 seconds in time.

The final part is composed by two control points of the standing component (+) for

0.5 seconds with coordinate values taken from literature.
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Figure 6.2: Initial Beziér curves used by Norman-Gerum [81] to describe the sitting,

motion and standing components of STS motion.

In an initial optimization step possible STS motions are evaluated in order to determine

a feasible STS starting point. By minimizing a weighted cost function

costerror = wh

∫ 5

0

errorh
2dt+ wt

∫ 5

0

errort
2dt+ wl

∫ 5

0

errorl
2dt+ ws

∫ 5

0

errors
2dt

(6.2)

that considers an error for impossible configurations of hip locations outside of the

workspace errorh as well as errors considering the static equilibrium of the foot for tip-

ping errort, lifting errorl and slipping errors, the position of the foot is predetermined

and fixed to the ground (for detailed error definitions please refer to Norman-Gerum

[81]). Weighting factors were chosen to be wh = 1N2, wt = 103N2, wl = 1m2,

ws = 1m2. Certain control point locations of the Beziér curves are adjusted by

fmincon, namely the two intermediate control points of each motion path that can

change in time as well as the sitting hip height and the standing hip AP position that

can change in value. The solution with zero associated error is then given to the solver

in the iterative dynamic optimization routine.

Within the iterative dynamic optimization the objective function of eq. (6.2) and a

cost function that considers the sum of the required joint torques squared

costtorque =

∫ 5

0

AM
2dt+

∫ 5

0

KM
2dt+

∫ 5

0

HM
2dt (6.3)
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are minimized with AM , KM and HM being the net ankle, knee and hip joint moments

determined through inverse dynamics, respectively. Through the overall cost function

cost = costerror + costtorque (6.4)

mechanical effort and motions contrary to standing like slipping or falling are minimized

in order to account for minimal exertion of healthy everyday motion and feasibility of

motion. In order to decrease the overall cost of eq. (6.4), control point locations are

modified by fmincon. Control points are only bound in time sequence

pi, time = pi−1, time i = 1, . . . , n+ 1 (6.5)

and hip height is bound to guarantee contact with the chair while sitting. The routine

ends with optimal control points that minimize cost with zero associated error and

iteratively starts over after elevating the degree of each path by an additional control

point that is free to move in time and value. Through the process of degree elevation the

degree of a Bézier curve is increased without changing its shape, that is, the previous

and new set of control points p(u) and p′(u)

p′(u) = p(u) (6.6)

generate the same curve through
n+1∑

i=0

p′
i

(
n+ 1

i

)
ui(1− u)n+1−i =

n∑

i=0

pi

(
n

i

)
ui(1− u)n−i . (6.7)

The iteration ends when solutions converge.

Optimization results taken from Norman-Gerum [81] are shown in fig. 6.3 for a 46 cm

chair and an improved buttocks model. Higher order Bézier curves show the final paths

of hip location and HAT inclination in solid lines with the beginning and ending of

STS motion marked in dashed-dotted lines. (Dashed lines as well as vertical dotted

lines represent results for an initial buttocks model that is of no further interest).
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Figure 6.3: Optimized Bézier curves (solid lines) in Norman-Gerum [81].

Joint torques resulting from this optimization are illustrated in fig. 6.4. Again, only the

solid lines are of interest, as they show the final results based on the implementation of

Norman-Gerum’s Kelvin-Voigt buttocks model. She compares the joint torque values

to joint torque strengths reported in Schultz et al. [102], marked as horizontal limit

lines.

Figure 6.4: Joint torques reported by Norman-Gerum [81] for optimal STS from a

46 cm chair compared to joint torque strengths (horizontal lines) reported in Schultz

et al [102].

In her thesis, the results are compared to normative data from the literature. It

turns out that the prediction shortens the duration of STS. Possible reasons are the
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human tendency of caution which is not displayed in the model, or missing checks

if the muscles are physically able to produce joint torques in that amount of time,

since no activation and deactivation times were given in the simulation. In addition, it

does not accurately predict the standing posture, since the ankle is less flexed and the

upper body is more tilted than expected. Norman-Gerum concludes that people favor

more than just minimal effort during standing, such as spatial awareness. However,

statically stable standing is still described. Other than that Norman-Gerum claims

to predict STS motion physically plausible for healthy young adults and in general

good agreement with literature data. Also, for the first time, Bézier curves are used in

dynamic optimization of STS.

6.2 Implementation for quadruple pendulum model

The optimization method described in section 6.1 was implemented for the planar four-

link model described in chapter 3 in order to ensure comparability to the operational

space control method presented in chapters 4.4 and 4.5. However, the foot was fixed

to the ground as described below so that the pendulum equals a triple pendulum such

as in Norman-Gerum’s model. Prediction results were compared to measurement data

according to the measurement used in chapter 5.

Therefore, initial and final values for the hip X- and Y -position as well as the HAT

inclination were taken from the measurement data and freedom to the values of the

control points regarding the hip height while sitting and the hip AP position while

standing was not given. Due to differences in the model itself, alterations regarding

the fixed foot implications had to be executed. Since the foot is represented as a rigid

link that is fixed to the ground at the toe joint, the ankle height a was passed as an

additional control variable and the cost function eq. (6.2) regarding the foot position

was reduced to

costerror = wh

∫ 5

0

errorh
2dt+ wl

∫ 5

0

errorl
2dt (6.8)

with weighting factors that were left to the original values. The error functions were

altered to be:

errorh =

{ √
X2 + Y 2 − (l21 + l22 + l23)

√
X2 + Y 2 > l21 + l22 + l23

0 otherwise
(6.9)

errorl =

{
|a− a0| a 6= a0

0 otherwise,
(6.10)
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where a0 is the initial ankle height that was based on measurement data. However, the

initial optimization step becomes redundant, since it is equal to passing the constant

initial ankle height a0 to the iterative dynamic optimizer in order for the foot to be

fixed to the ground.

In the light of comparability to the method presented in this thesis and to the reference

data, time intervals of sitting, motion and standing paths were tailored to measure-

ment data. For the iterative optimization process, a small modification concerning the

bound of the Y -position of the hip was necessary in order to avoid unrealistic mo-

tion. Although Norman-Gerum suggests that bounds in values are unnecessary when

optimizing, an upper bound of the hip height to the final Y -position proved necessary.

Simulation results are shown in the following figures. In fig. 6.5 the Bézier curves of

the upper body angle, the hip Y - as well as the hip X-position are depicted. Dashed

lines illustrate the reference data based on the measurement. Dot-dashed lines show

the corresponding initial Bézier curves with the initial control points of sitting, motion

and standing paths. The optimized curves, represented in solid lines, are the result

of the iterative dynamic optimization, minimizing the sum of costerror (eq. (6.8)) and

costtorques (eq. (6.3)). The options for fmincon were set to be OptimalityTolerance =

1.0e− 5, StepTolerance = 1.0e− 4 and MaxFunctionEvaluations = 4000.
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Figure 6.5: Three Bézier curves describing the initial (dot-dashed lines), final (solid

lines) and reference (dashed lines) STS motion paths with sitting, motion and standing

component.

The results do not show major improvements regarding an approximation to reference

data. However, the optimization process was running through 32 iterations of the

dynamic optimization resulting in 32 new control points through degree elevation.

Every iteration step ended prematurely, as the size of the current step during the
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function evaluation was less than the value of the step size tolerance and constraints

were satisfied to within the value of the constraint tolerance. In addition, the cost only

showed a small decrease from 8.7756e+05 to 8.0016e+05.

Going forward with this knowledge it was to be expected that corresponding angles

ϕ1 to ϕ4 presented as solid lines in fig. 6.6 would not match the desired reference lines

(dashed lines). Angle ϕ1 was calculated based on the constant ankle height a. The

angles ϕ2 and ϕ3 then were computed using the nonlinear system solver system fsolve

that is based on a nonlinear least-squares algorithm. Options were left to their default

values. The upper body angle ϕ4 directly correlates with the data points of the Bézier

curve of the HAT inclination.

Joint torques regarding hip, knee, ankle and virtual toe joint were calculated using

inverse dynamics based on the derivation of the joint angles (solid blue lines). As can

be seen in fig. 6.7 they do not align with reference data (grey dashed lines), either.

For the sake of comparison to the operational space method presented in this thesis,

simulations results using this method with x, y and ϕ as control variables (dotted purple

lines) as well as with y and ϕ as control variables (solid purple lines) are illustrated,

too.
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Figure 6.6: Angles ϕ1 to ϕ4 based on optimized Bézier curves (solid lines) and mea-

surement data (dashed lines) in time.
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Figure 6.7: Joint torques based on measurement data (dashed gray lines), based on

the operational space method with x, y and ϕ (dotted purple lines) as well as y and

ϕ (solid purple lines) as control variables, and based on dynamic optimization of joint

torques (blue solid lines).

In order to test whether the optimization yields better results when the initial Bézier

curves are closer to reference data, four intermediate control points based on the mea-

surement were chosen to begin with (cf. fig. 6.8). But again, optimized curves did

not come close to the reference. Contrary to Norman-Gerum’s findings, after the op-

timization the upper body still remains relatively stiff with an inclination angle that

is roughly constant. The Y -position of the hip remains unchanged w.r.t. the initial

curve. Only the hip X-location converges to reference data at the beginning, but the

results are all in all similar to the optimization results in fig. 6.5. This might be an

indication that humans do not only try to minimize mechanical effort while standing

up from a sitting position.
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Figure 6.8: Three Bézier curves describing the initial (dot-dashed lines), final (solid

lines) and reference (dashed lines) STS motion paths with sitting, motion and standing

component based on initial curves that are approximated to measurement data.

Summarized, the torque-driven method from Norman-Gerum does not yield a satis-

factory result. Although similar to the proposed method of chapter 4.4 concerning

the computation of torques in joint space based on some reference trajectories in task

space, Norman-Gerum’s approach uses global optimization based on inverse dynamics

data, which is costly and time consuming with computation times of minutes or even

hours depending on the option settings. The proposed operational space method, in

contrast, utilizes optimization with regard to the employment of pseudo-inverses of the

Jacobian matrix, but emerges as more accurate and softer in respect of joint torque

and joint angle simulations. It is also more efficient considering the computation times.

Even though the operational space method is coming up short in not being purely pre-

dictive at this point, since measurement data is used to compute desired end-effector

command variables, this issue can be handled in the future, for example through mod-

eling command variables at position level through Bézier curves or other splines. An

experimental study to analyze end-effector trajectories of a large group of test subjects

would have to be conducted in order to be able to describe general control points, for

instance at event markers.
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7 Conclusions and outlook

7.1 Contributions

An operational space control approach was successfully implemented for the real-time

motion prediction of the human sit-to-stand transfer, one of the most challenging and

important tasks of everyday living. To this end, human system kinematics were mod-

eled through a four-link rigid model in the sagittal plane based on subject related

anthropometric and measurement data of performed STS experiments. The typical

three-link model was therefore extended by an additional rigid link presenting both feet

fixed to the ground through a revolute joint at the human toe joint. This turned out to

be a good representation of reality, since measured feet motions could thereby be fac-

tored in. Model dynamics of the quadruple pendulum were enhanced by the proposed

Gaussian function model to replicate the contact forces between chair and buttocks

during sitting. This mathematical modeling approach was compared to the implemen-

tation of a literature based visco-hyperelastic Kelvin-Voigt model with a Mooney-Rivlin

spring and proved to be more accurate w.r.t. measured contact forces.

The proposed inverse dynamics control scheme in operational space resolves redundan-

cies at kinematic level within the posture space of the task, giving freedom to the choice

of the pseudo-inverse of the Jacobian matrix. Utilizing a general projector matrix in

the null space of the Jacobian, the method is, as in Khatib’s works, decoupled in task

and posture control in order to accomplish posture objectives without interfering with

the operational task. Herein the head location was employed within the task control,

whereas the orientation of the foot related link was utilized as a posture command

variable with the advantage of presenting only one additional parameter that is easy to

define, even without the need for experimental setups. The proposed method emerges

as being all in all general, yet powerful and fairly simple in its application to the STS

motion. It allows for exact error specifications of the end-effector control variables in

Cartesian space.

Two simulation approaches were analyzed regarding the definition of command vari-

ables at task level. For both approaches an inertia weighted pseudo-inverse of the

Jacobian was implemented within task control. In approach one the end-effector x-

and y-position and its orientation were given as input reference data and another in-

ertia weighted pseudo-inverse was employed at posture level, since it yielded the best

results compared to the implementation of a Moore-Penrose and a general pseudo-
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inverse. In approach two a reduced set of command variables, only the y-position

and orientation of the end-effector, was employed along with a general pseudo-inverse

for the posture control. Simulation results in approach one showed that very accu-

rate tracking of the head trajectory in real-time as well as overall conformity of joint

angles, angular velocities and accelerations with measurement based values could be

achieved. Unmeasurable joint torques were reliably predicted with regard to computed

torques through inverse dynamics calculations based on measurement data. Approach

two demonstrated slightly worse results, mostly concentrated in errors of ankle joint

parameters, but still yielded acceptable approximations for toe, knee and hip. Quali-

tative torque curve progressions comply with literature curves for STS motions. Only

peak torque values differ, possibly because of differences in joint coordination strategies

and experimental setups.

The method was validated by comparison to a recent torque-driven optimization-based

motion generation method from the literature, illustrating its superiority. Not only is

it much faster, but it emerges as more accurate and softer in respect of joint torque

and joint angle simulations than the validation method that did not yield satisfactory

outcomes.

In sum, a physiologically accurate performance prediction could be realized with the

proposed method in operational space on the basis of suitable pseudo-inverses of the

Jacobian matrix. For the regarded human STS motion it can be concluded that task

space control is more reflective of how the nervous system controls this task and more

accurate than joint space control.

7.2 Limitations and outlook

Although appropriate pseudo-inverses of the Jacobian matrix were found and minimiz-

ing the kinetic energy seems to be the system’s goal in approach one, no biomechanical

interpretation, in the sense of what fundamental objective is processed by the neural

system and underlies the specific motion, can be generally derived at this point, since

in approach two a general pseudo-inverse with unclear physical interpretation proved

to yield the most accurate results. Extended experimental testing has to be carried out

regarding an extension of the subject pool, since so far only five viable measurements

of one subject were conducted. This would help in analyzing the general applicability

of the proposed pseudo-inverses. Also, this way the Gaussian function contact force

model could be generalized and validated for larger groups of people of similar body
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dimensions. Besides, the transmission of the Gaussian function model onto the biome-

chanical model comprises limitations in itself considering the lack of a realistic design

for the rolling of the center of pressure on the chair surface. Further enquiries have to

be undertaken in the future.

The skeletal model represents a simplification of the human body, where motion is con-

strained to the sagittal plane and symmetry as well as ideal joints are assumed. Limi-

tations of realistic modeling of the human body are based on decisions that had to be

made due to measurement inaccuracies and restrictions with regard to the data trans-

mission from 3D to 2D. This includes the presented computation of segment lengths

based on variable measurement data and of anthropometric data considering symmetric

movement. Furthermore, head tilt itself and arms’ swings were not considered at all,

which, in addition, leads to imprecisions in portraying biomechanical reality. Future

model improvements would include the consideration of muscle forces, the inclusion

of the arms and the head as a separate unit as well as a possible extension to the

three-dimensional space.

Since experimental data functions as input data to the forward dynamic simulations

in the form of initial condition to the integration process as well as of the desired head

trajectory that is tracked, the employed operational space control approach currently

does not constitute a purely predictive method. However, this can be tackled in the

future through generalizing reference trajectories through splines such as Bézier curves.

Finally, with regard to what-if simulations for intervention based STS analyses and

proceeding pathological STS predictions, the method needs to be tested on a variety of

STS experiments including numerous test subjects, varying chair heights and possible

external weights in order to validate its application for this field.
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A Results to introductory example

A.1 Computation routine

The implementation was done in MATLAB using the routine place for the pole placement

which is based on the algorithm of Kautsky et al. [36]. Direct dynamics is calculated

using ode45 to solve the differential equations numerically over a period of time on the

basis of predefined initial conditions. Initial values for the state vector were taken from

the measurement (cf. chapter 3). The integration time interval was defined as 0.0 s

to 2.3 s with a step size of 1ms. Further integration options were defined as RelTol

= 10−11 and AbsTol = 10−10, while all other options were left to their default settings.

The cost function was evaluated by fmincon using the interior-point algorithm with

OptTol = 10−8 and StepTol = 10−9.

A.2 Cost function values of optimization process

Cost function values were minimized according to fig. 1:
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Figure 1: Cost function values w.r.t. the number of iterations.
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A.3 Joint angles, angular velocities and angular accelerations

Green dashed lines show the simulation based time histories of angles, angular rates

and accelerations with corresponding rates (from left to right) of hip, knee and ankle

joint (from top to bottom). Reference measurement data (as used in chapter 5) are

illustrated in light gray:
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Figure 2: Time series of joint angles and angular rates of reference (ref.) and direct

dynamics computations (dir.) with corresponding errors for the method of pole place-

ment.

A.4 Joint torques

Hip, knee and ankle joint torques w.r.t. time before (dot-dashed lines) and after (solid

lines) the iterative optimization, without considering supporting contact forces of the

chair:
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Figure 3: Joint torques regarding hip extension, knee extension and ankle dorsiflexion

for the method of pole placement before and after the optimization process regarding

mechanical energy.

B Range and null space of the Jacobian matrix

At the instantaneous manipulator configuration, the range R(J) is a subspcace of Rr

which is spanned by the end-effector velocities ẋ that can be produced by the joint

velocities q̇:

R(J) = { ẋe | ẋe = J q̇ } ,
where the dependence on q has been omitted for the sake of clarity.

The null space N (J) is a subspcace of Rn which is spanned by the joint velocities q̇

that do not generate any end-effector velocity:

N (J) = { q̇ | J q̇ = 0 } .
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C Equations of motion of quadruple pendulum

A(q)q̈ + b(q, q̇)− g(q)−Q(q, q̇) = Γ











m1 s1
2 + m2 ℓ1

2 + m4 ℓ1
2 + J1 cos (ϕ1 − ϕ2) · (m2 ℓ1 s2 + m3 ℓ1 ℓ2 + m4 ℓ1 ℓ2) cos (ϕ1 − ϕ3) · (m3 ℓ1 s3 + m4 ℓ1 ℓ3) cos (ϕ1 − ϕ4) ·m4 ℓ1 s4

cos (ϕ1 − ϕ2) · (m2 ℓ1 s2 + m3 ℓ1 ℓ2 + m4 ℓ1 ℓ2) m2 s2
2 + m3 ℓ2

2 + m4 ℓ2
2 + J2 cos (ϕ2 − ϕ3) · (m3 ℓ2 s3 + m4 ℓ2 ℓ3) cos (ϕ2 − ϕ4) ·m4 ℓ2 s4

cos (ϕ1 − ϕ3) · (m3 ℓ1 s3 + m4 ℓ1 ℓ3) cos (ϕ2 − ϕ3) · (m3 ℓ2 s3 + m4 ℓ2 ℓ3) m3 s3
2 + m4 ℓ3

2 + J3 cos (ϕ3 − ϕ4) ·m4 ℓ3 s4

cos (ϕ1 − ϕ4) ·m4 ℓ1 s4 cos (ϕ2 − ϕ4) ·m4 ℓ2 s4 cos (ϕ3 − ϕ4) ·m4 ℓ3 s4 m4 s4
2 + J4
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ϕ̈1

ϕ̈2

ϕ̈3

ϕ̈4











+











ϕ̇2
2 sin (ϕ1 − ϕ2) · (m2 ℓ1 s2 + m3 ℓ1 ℓ2 + m4 ℓ1 ℓ2) + ϕ̇3

2 sin (ϕ1 − ϕ3) (m3 ℓ1 s3 + m4 ℓ1 ℓ3) + ϕ̇4
2 sin (ϕ1 − ϕ4) ·m4 ℓ1 s4

−ϕ̇1
2 sin (ϕ1 − ϕ2) · (m2 ℓ1 s2 + m3 ℓ1 ℓ2 + m4 ℓ1 ℓ2) + ϕ̇3

2 sin (ϕ2 − ϕ3) · (m3 ℓ2 s3 + m4 ℓ2 ℓ3) + ϕ̇4
2 sin (ϕ2 − ϕ4) ·m4 ℓ2 s4

−ϕ̇1
2 sin (ϕ1 − ϕ3) · (m3 ℓ1 s3 + m4 ℓ1 ℓ3)− ϕ̇2

2 sin (ϕ2 − ϕ3) · (m3 ℓ2 s3 + m4 ℓ2 ℓ3) + ϕ̇4
2 sin (ϕ3 − ϕ4) ·m4 ℓ3 s4

−ϕ̇1
2 sin (ϕ1 − ϕ4) ·m4 ℓ1 s4 − ϕ̇2

2 sin (ϕ2 − ϕ4) ·m4 ℓ2 s4 − ϕ̇3
2 sin (ϕ3 − ϕ4) ·m4 ℓ3 s4
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(m1 s1 + m2 ℓ1 + m3 ℓ1 + m4 ℓ1) · g sinϕ1
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(m3 s3 + m4 ℓ3) · g sinϕ3

m4 s4 · g sinϕ4
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D Gaussian function buttocks force fit
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Figure 4: Approximated vertical contact force Fby using Gaussian function (upper plot)

and vertical stretch ratio λ w.r.t. time (lower plot).
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Figure 5: Approximated horizontal contact force Fbx using Gaussian function (upper

plot) and horizontal displacement ratio η w.r.t. time (lower plot).
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E Dynamically consistent pseudo-inverse of the Jacobian ma-

trix

Although eq. (4.11) in general provides freedom in the choice of the pseudo-inverse

of the Jacobian matrix J
∗, such that J = JJ

∗
J, the end-effector acceleration in eq.

(4.2) acts as a constraint to this free choice. Inserting the general equation for the

generalized joint forces

Γ = J
T (q)F + [I − J

T (q)J∗T (q)]Γ0 (1)

into the general expression for end-effector accelerations of eq. (4.2) yields

ẍ = J(q)A−1(q)JT (q)F + J(q)A−1(q)[I − J
T (q)J∗T (q)]Γ0−

− J(q)A−1(q)b(q, q̇) + J(q)A−1(q)g(q) + J̇(q)q̇ . (2)

In order for the joint forces within the null space not to alter the end-effector dynamics

behavior, the dynamic effects of the joint forces corresponing to the null space need to

be canceled [48]:

J(q)A−1(q)[I − J
T (q)J∗T (q)]Γ0

!
= 0 . (3)

The generalized inverse of the Jacobian matrix is then said to be dynamically consistent

[49].This is achieved by choosing J
∗ = J̄:

J(q)A−1(q)[I − J
T (q)J̄T (q)]Γ0 = 0

J(q)A−1(q)[I − J
T (q)Λr(q)J(q)A

−1(q)]Γ0 = 0

J(q)A−1(q)Γ0 − J(q)A−1(q)JT (q)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Λr

−1(q)

Λr(q)J(q)A
−1(q)Γ0 = 0

J(q)A−1(q)Γ0 −Λr
−1(q)Λr(q)︸ ︷︷ ︸

I

J(q)A−1(q)Γ0 = 0

J(q)A−1(q)Γ0 − J(q)A−1(q)Γ0 = 0

0 = 0

As can be seen, the choice of the pseudo-inverse of the Jacobian matrix is bound

to the choice of the null operational force vector, which, in this case, is said to be

[I − J
T (q)J̄T (q)]Γ0.
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F Simulation results of triple pendulum
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Figure 6: Time series of joint angles of hip (ϕ3), knee (ϕ2) and ankle joint (ϕ1) with

corresponding angular velocities and angular accelerations of reference data (ref.) and

direct dynamics computations (dir.); related errors of simulation data w.r.t. reference

data are plotted on the right, respectively.
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Figure 7: End-effector position, velocity, acceleration and corresponding errors w.r.t.

actual and desired trajectories.
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Figure 8: End-effector orientation, angular velocity, angular acceleration and corre-

sponding errors w.r.t. actual and desired trajectories.
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Figure 9: Joint torques regarding hip extension, knee extension and ankle dorsiflexion

of inverse dynamics computations based on measured and modeled buttocks contact

forces F b as well as of direct dynamics calculations with modeled buttocks forces.
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Figure 10: Joint torque errors: e1 is the error between the inverse dynamics joint

torques based on measured buttocks forces and based on modeled buttocks forces; e2 is

the error between the simulated torques and the torques resulting from inverse dynam-

ics calculations with modeled buttocks forces; e3 is the error between the simulated

torques and the torques resulting from inverse dynamics calculations with measured

buttocks forces.
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